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SUMMARY

This paper proposes a way of integrating translation expertise, ianguage-speciflc
knowiedge (monolingual and bilingual dictionares and text representation), and
extra-linguistic knowledge (general and specialised “knowledge of the world”), into
a single, dvnamc knowledge bank which can be constructed and updated semi
automatically from corpora and automaticafly from machine translation throughput.
After an introduction to the general problem of knowledge sources for machine
translation (MT), section 2 considers the merits of biijngual corpora for this puT
pose. The structure neederi to convert a bilingual corpus to a knowiedge bank is
discussed in section 3, and 115 actuai construction in section 4. Section 5 covers the
appiication of the knowledge bank for machine translation and indudes an exten.sive
simulation for a sampie seneence. Finally, sections 6 and 7 summarize the advan
tages of this approach and compare it with the work of other researchers.

1 INTRODUCTION

The concept of the Bilingual KnowIedge Bank (henceforth “BKB’) has grown Out of research
at the BSO software house in the Netherlands, on a system of semi-automatic machine transla
don called Distributed Language Translation (DLT).1 Although It is not a part of the DLT
Enlish to French prototype system first demonstrated in 1987, it is central o the present
design for a future productiorescale DLT system. It was first described in an intemal DLT
report (Sadier I98.9a), A pilot impiem.entatlon of the BKB bas been compieted (Sadier / Ven
tieirnans fouhc.), and wider fcasibihty studies are already well advanced thee also Sadier
1989b, Part 1.1).

There are two ma lor obstacles detennining the speed and cost of development of a practh
cai MT sysiem. The first is the need to biid large bilingual dictionaries. The second is the
nood to incoiporate exiradinguistic kn.owiedge into the system.

The degore to which extralin uistic knowiedge is real.iy necessary is a m.aner en which
not ai..1 ikiT researchers are agreed. Bot the .nced .for a large anti detailed bi.1inuai d.ictionarv is

FOr a general deac:ription of Éhe DLT project ee Hutchina (1 986: 2Th291; 1988: 3940), Schubert
t’)
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inescapable, Boitet (1987: 31) notes that

UltLnaietv, the cost of MT svszems lies essentiallv in their dictionuries, which are

quire dWicuit to consrrucr and to mcintain.

Conventional hand-held dictionaries, however large, are no solution, Even 1f they can be

automaticallv converted iran machinereadab1e forni, they rely heavily on human understanding

for the interprctaüon of their entries. Information to be used by an MT system has to be far

more explicit. Typically, conventional bilingual dictionaries contain lists of possible transla

tions for each entry word, with linie or no indication of the conditions under which one or

other of those altematives is to be selected — and eertainly nothing which a computer could

base a decision on. This example from an English-French technical dictionary (Ernst 1984)

illustrates the problem:

[1] distance (between points)/ disrancef écart m, écarrement ni, éiaignement m,

espace ni, inrervalle m.

The computer requires precise indications as to when to choose one translation, and when to

prefer another. The addition of selection cties such as the ever-popular sernantic features,

besides being highiv labour-intensive, is often inadequate to ensure an appropriate choice of

expression in the target language. Sometimes, as in the case of [1], the criteria are much too

subtle to be captured in terms of semantic features,

Another deficiency of virtually all conventional dictionaries — both from the MT

viewpoint and from that of the professional transiator — is the limited cover they provide of the

kind of structural transformations which the translator needs in nearly every sentence, e.g.:

[2] Enter the document titie you want the converted document to have. =

Indiquez le ritre â artribuer au document converti,

1f the computer is to produce high-quality translations, it has to know all the tricks of the

translator’s trade — and these are rarely to be found in existing dictionaries. Somehow, the

expertise of the professional transiator bas to find irs way into the machine.

Developing a workabie bilingual dictionary for MT is a daunting taak which requires an

enormous investment in sciaiised human labour, since it cannot as yet be performed automat

ically within the state of the art in computational iinguistics CMT 1988: 2). What’s more,

each language pair demands two biingual dictionaries, since probably all existing dictionary

structures for MT are one-way only. Sooner or later, a way of automating the dictionary

building process bas to be found:

It has become dear that the construction of computer systems that process natura!

language requires the creation of large computerized lexicons wirh exterLsive aiiei

accurate ryntacric and semontic information about words [.1 Ir is also dear that

It wilt be impossible to build these lexicons in the n’er and sizes required wirh

onls the mans. .1 labor of•• individiwi computer scienrists, linguists, or lexicographers.

There are wo many sstems requiring too much i,tfcrmation about ina rnany words

for die manSol atproach to succeed2

The first q.uestion, (ben, is how to automate the ccnstruction of large bilingual dicti.onaries,

including extensive con.textuai cues for the seiection of appropriate TL (target iangiiage)

equivalems and en abundance of structurai rransformation mIes.

As for extra.4ingui.stic knowiedge, It ii. generally acknowiedged that “unde.rstandIng

r9u’ plas soro part in any uccfççfüI machine trar atio sv cm The quetior is er] e how



large a part it should play (Hutchins 1988: 12) Some problems can be solved by knowledge
deried from the current text. as in

He could ‘zet agree ith :e azcdments tO the drij’r resulation proposed b) the
delegarinn of Jndza3

here a correct translation into French, for exampie, is only possthie hen the attachment
arrhiguit\ has been resohed, Le 1f the transiator (or MT system) knows hether India pro
posed the ainendrrients, or the resolution, In other cases, general knowledge from outside the
cirrent tea is required for amhiguity resolution, as ifl the notorious
[4] pregnant ‘ornen and duidren
wikre, again, a French translation requires a decision as to whether the children are likely to
be pregnant as ell as the women. in either case — hether the know ledge required is avail
able in the current text or oni> from other sources — it wifi only be accessibie to the Ml’ sys
tçm when it has been stored in a suitable form or representation.

Research into knowledge repreentation for the purposes of machine transiation has
mainly concentrated on techniques of Jetomposition: building “deep” abstractions of meaning
out of some arbitrary4 set of semantic primitives, as independent as possible from the actual
words of anv specific human language. (See review in Hutchins 1986: 272-284.) Yet many
aspeets of knowledge which are ex:remeiy reie\ant to translation — e.g. questions of time/tense,
aspect, emphasis and focus — are delicately entwined with the form in which they are
expressed (Tsujti 1986: 659L For this reason, any knowledge representation which fails to
presere all the information expressed or impiied in human ianguage is of itseif inadequate for
the purposes of machine translation, Moreover, the decompositional methods mentioned above
are even more labour-intensive than the huilding of computer dictionaries has proved to be, and
it is safe to say that no-one bas >et deeioped a representation which is even remotely practica
bie for a large-scaie system:

[.J the thought of writing complex models of even one complete technical domain
LS staggering one set cf manuals we have worked with [...] is part of a d.ocwnent
coliection that is eected to comprise some 100,000 pages, A typical NLP
research group nould not even be able to read that volume of manual, much less
wrire the necessarç semantic models, in ain reasonable amount of time.5

knother aspect of understanding which needs to be buik into an MT system is the possi
bility of breaking Out of the knowledge base and looking elsewhere for information, lust as a
human translator is frequentiy obliged to tum to external information sources (encyclopaedias,
colleagues, newspapers, the author of the text being translated, ete,) in order to arrive at a
correct understanding of the text, so the computer too must have a means of accessing extemal
knowiedge, eg. via a dialogue with the operator. This principle implies that the system must
also have the rneans to expn the problem to the operator, and buildirig this capacity inlio an
MT stem is by no means trivial,

It is from these two enormous and fundamental problems of houding huge dictionaries
md ontructing a ci mprehcosi e and pen ended knowledge bank that the oncept of a Bil

al Knowledge Bank was bom. a t ucture wi ich an fsnuion, at o e ard the same t me, as
,i powerful, two wa> bOing’ai dicticnary and as a representation for au the vriou ICSC1Ç of



knowledge relevant to transiation, from the pureiy linguistic to the purely extra4inguistic or

encyclopaedic, and which can to a iarge extent be constructed automatically.

2 BILINGUAL CORPORA AS KNOWLEDGE SOURCES

2J Ling.uistic knowiedge

Given the aim of building a bilingual djctionarv for an MT systern bv largely automatic means,

and given the inadequacy of conventional dictionaries as source inaterial, the problem now

shifts to that of obtaining suitable input material for the dictionarybui1ding program. For..

tunately, such material is availabie in abundance. In most expert systems, the central problem

is that of getting the human expert to formalize his or her intuition. The expert translator

stands out among other experts by the simple fact that the appiication of the translator’s exper

tise unlike that of the surgeon or mechanic - always ieaves a readabie, and very often

machinereadabIe, irace. Truc, the translated text does not explain how or ‘yy the translator

caine to choose the words it contains. But at ieast it is concrete evidence. In principle, it

should be possible to devise a computer systern — not necessarily an “expert” system to infer

lexical equivalences and other local translation mies from an analysis of the translator’s actual

output.

The idea of using bilingual text as an aid to dictionary construction is not entirely new.

A recent experiment in this direction was reported by Brown er aL (1988), who appiied statist

ical methods to a bilingual corpus (proceedings of the Canadian parliament) to extract a tenta

tive giossary of lexical equivalences, using the basic assuinption that the words of each Engiish

sentence correspond, in çome unknown order. to the words in the corresponding French sen

tence. They recognized, however, that ftiture methods shouid incorporate “the use of appropri

ate syntactic structure information.

in what Hutchins (1986: 319) qualifies as “speculative suggestions”, Nagao (1984) pro

posed a system of automadc transiation based on a set of exampie sentences:

We have to xce as wide a scope as possible in a sentence, and the translation must

be from a biock of wordt to a block of words. To realize this we have to s:ore

varieties of exampie sentences in the dictionar and to have a mechanism to find

our analogical example sentenees for the given one.

This amounts to using a kind of bilingual corpus as a dictionary of lexical transfonnation mies,

er lexical “metataxis” rules in DLT terminology (Schubert 1987). Nagao suggests that this

technique of translating by drawing an analogy between the phrase to be t.ranslated and some

example phrase already encountered, is close to what th.e hum.an language learner actually does

when using dictionary e.xampies to generate original sentences,

Nagao’s proposal was impiemented in a limited fashion by Sumita & Tsutsumi (1988) as

a computer aid to the human transiater. Their tem uses a iata base of equivalent exampie

sentences in Japanese and English, The system maintains an index of function words appean

ing in the exaranie sentences. At nj.ntime, the partem of flinction words appearing in the

Japanese sentence to be translated is matched against the indexed pattems, and these example

sentences• which give the best match are retrieved and displayed for the operator, together with

their English equivaients, The operator can th:en select WhichcVer example is fik to be closest

1() the (meet structure. and edit the Engiish repiacing the content words as necessars,

Kirrseaard (1987, Z9S’9 bas. rmpiem.entecl 5. Jsrototype of a corpuebased 1001 for ‘sansias

tors under the name• of R.EFTEX., This consiats of a prograin whic.h generates a concordance of

the week in a bi.linguai test and aiowa the operator to scroil through the occurrences of any
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given expression in eitber language. The two versions of the colpus are aligned paragraph by
paragraph. For each occurrence, the system dispiays both the enck.sing paragraph an.. the
translation of that paragraph. It is up to the user to decide whethe..r the occurrence dispiayed
bas te intended meaning; what, if any, is its translation in the corresponding paragraph in the
other ianguage; and whether that transiation is appropriate to the job in hand.

A somewhat more sophisticated software support for human transiation has recentiy been
proposed by Harris (1988a, 1988b, 1988e) under the name of “bi-text”, Bi-iext consists of a
bilingual corpus, normaliy conprising the translater’s own previous work, in which the source
text and its translation are coupled together in parallel, unit by unit, using one or other hyper
text systern.6 The concept of “transiation units” as appiied here is defined by Harris (1988a) as
follows:

The translator’ s working segmenis of text are called trarislation units in the wrirings
on the subject. We can say, using this term, that retrieval qf a translation unit of
ST [source textj from a bi-ten will a!ways bring with it the corresponding unit of
IT [target iexrJ. Peopie who do not know much about translation tend to think the
transiation units are individual words, but in fact they înostly consist of whole
phrases and even whoie clauses or sentences, Bi-text therefore binds together not
the individuat words of ST and IT bui those somewhat longer segments.

The translator delineates these “working segments of text” in such a way that it is possible to
output one segment of translation in its more or less detinitive form before starting on the next
segment. Suitabiy indexed, the bi-text corpus would enabie the tram lator held up by a particu
lar expression or technical term, to check whether the same expression has tumed up before
and, 1f so, how It was translated on that occasion, From Harris’s definition of a translation
unit It is dear that his proposal prirnarily concerns multi-word expressions and more complex
transiation units, since his abn is to suppiement the word-for-word euivalences provided by
standard dictionaries.

For a machine translation project, the problem of dictionary building is much broader
than that of suppiementing existing dictionaries for transiators or of providing statistical tools
for the lexicographer. And the concept of a translation unit needs to be defined rather more
rigorouslv than it does for the purposes of an interactive transiation aid. The present proposal
for a Bilingual Knowledge Bank for MT contrasts with all of the research described above,
firstlv in its insistence on full syntactic analysis of the bilingual corpus. As Boitet (1987: 31)
also emphasizes:

The study of parallel corpuses of texts and their translations into one or several
languages should lead to inreresting resuits, bui they should be based (at kast) on
srructured represenrations of the texis.

Where the BKB concept also breaks new ground is in its combination of three separale dimen
sions: the billngu.al dimension of cmss-language equivalence, and the monolingual dimerisions
of syntactic structure and text coherence (deixis, refere.nce ard the like). This hi
di.mensional structuur aliows the BKB to repte sent not just lexical and sentence-level lingulstic
knowledge, as in NaLvao’s dat.abase of e.xaniple sentences, but the Interse.nten.tiai relations of
di scourse structure as well. mate-ad of an arbitrary collection of exaniple sentences, the BKB
structure consis:ts of large amounts of continucus text or bi-text, in which textuai cohenrnce is
made explicit by the au..alysis and tagging of all forms of reference, and which automaticaily
and progressively incorporates the test currentiy being translated, By the forma]. definition and
dirt O t.rtLflSlattOfl units. allows t or tt vth to be accessed at an level

6 Meib 983: 413 appear- to have uaab the WordCrurazher ceoco lance siolaar attent.



the rnorphe..me to the overall text structure, thus doing away with the need. for separate die

tionaries of word-level equivalences, verbal case-frames etc. Insie.ad of the dictionary being

derived from the corpus, in the BKB approach the dictionary is the corpus.

As compared with traditiona) metliods of lexicography and the writing of conventional

metataxis mIes, this czorpus-based approach takes advantage of the fact that vast amounts of

human trarslation expertise are already available in a hi.ghiy accessibie fomi — namely as texts

and their Iran. slations. What grammani, dictionaries and formal translaticn theory teil us to do,

and what the expert translator acrually does, are two very different things. A musical analogy

may help to underline the point.

[.7 at IBM there is now a computer that composes Bach chorales. Well, aLmost.

[7 For the computer to harmonize a 20-bar piece of music, ii needs [.1 350

separate rules, all drawn from anolysis of the 300 chorales the German composer

actually wrote in his lfetime. [.7 Kemal Ebcioglu [7 complains that when he pro

grammed a computer with only the harmonization rules from orthodox music theory

trearises, he got tunes with a mechanical, computer-loop sound. The additiona!

coupie of hundred rutes — which Mr Ebciogiu then wro:e based cm study of the

chorales — come our of the gap between wha: Bach was taught to do and what he

intuitively did.
- Washington Post, 31 August 1988

The Bilingual Kriowledge Bank is a device for getting the human translator’s intuition into the

computer. May we hope that it will prove to be the tool needed to get the “mechanical,

computer-ioop quality Out of machine transiations?

22 Extra-llnguistic knowledge

Having established the aim of using a kind of structured bi-text as a biingual dictionary for

MT, let us now mm to the second major developmental headache: the acquisition and represen

tatiori of extra-iinguistic knowiedge. As already pointed out in the Introduction, existing

knowiedge representation techniques are far tno labour-intensive to be. useful for large-scale

knoledge banks,

Now 1 have already suggested above that a knowledge base for MT must be open-erided

to allow for interaction with the operator whenever the system ‘s own knowledge proves made

quate to resolve a particular ambigufty But there is stil another sense in which the knowledge

base needs to be open-ended. Boitet (1987: 32) bas put the problem in a nut-shell:

Even if a big knowledge base is available, no machine artalvsis of a texi can be

100% correct, because new knowiedge is usually introduced by the translared rex:.

But no adequate learning method is yet abie to dynamically modfy and enrich the

knowledge base.

Duning transiation, it is necessaiy to build up a structured refresentation of the text which

bas already been translated, in order to cope with problems of text coherence - in particular,

deixis. iefercnce and theme/rhcme (Papecaaij & Schubert 1988: 196-197). 1 shall refer to this

structu.red repre.sentation a• the ren rapresenrarion. Now it can be argued that this text

representation bas much in common witli the representation of ‘encyclopaedic” or “hard”

knowiedge, in that it bas to deal. bali with specific cancepts such as President Baalt,. and with

genen conceptssuchis ‘reade of State and has ‘j estabi vi vancus kmds of relat’or between

Jt
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It is dear from the use of definite noun syntagmata (the motor and the elecrrornagnetic brake)
that these are being used to refer to concepts already familiar to the reader. Farniliarity exists,
in this particular case by virtuc of an. eariier specification in the sarne body of texi (an aircraft
maintenance manual). For example, the motor in question had already been specified (some
2(X) hoes eaniier) by;

A. Electric Motor (Refer to Fig. 3)
(1) The electric motor is a dc motor which is a part of the fiap-power drive-unit in the

LE

However, ii should not be assumed that the original specification of a given referent is
necessarily to be found in the recent context. A definite noun may well refer back to a specifi
cation introduced several chapters earlier, and of course this may be explicitly indicated, e.g.
(See Chapter 2, Secrion Aj, Or consider the techriiques applied by literary writers (e.g. Wouk
in The Win.ds of War), where the narrative may switch between chapters from one country to
another, taking up the threads of separate stones again and again. The reader is assumed to be
capable of immediately retrieving the referents from earlier chapters, without any explicit belp
from the author.

On the other hand, of course, many definiee noun phrases refer back, not to the recent
context. bui to the general knowledge the reader is presumed to possess. Thus a text which
begins with

[6] The world is getting smaller.
assumes that the reader will understand which specific world is indicated.

In the case of a computer system, knowledge is necessarily textuah The computer has no
experience of outside reality and can construct a picture of that reality only from digital data
fed in. It follows that if we expect a computer system to be capabie of ‘understanding a
reference to general knowiedge, we are assuming that the general knowledge required has been
fed into the system in digital form.

This raises the question of what exactly constitutes a “text”, as far as machir onder
standing is concemed. 1f all previous experience is basically textual in nature, as ii must be in
the case of the computer, where do we put the borderline between the “current” text and the
rest of the matenial which bas been fed to the computer in the past? Maintaining text coherence
in translation and identifying referents in the text representation, can certainly not be achieved
only on the basis of the current paragraph or even the last chapter, as the above exampies have
shown, How far back should the system search in its (textual) experience in order to instan
tiate a reference? The last 10,000 words? The text accumulated since the start of the current
translation session? Evervthinn since the same time last week?

Of course. we can aiwavs define an arbitrary himtt, Bot the point being made hem is that
it is Whereas for hum.ans, there is a dear division between taxi and non4ext,
hetween a piece of wdting and a piece of pizza, for the com.puter this division is nonsexistent.
This suegests [nat the representation of the “current” ten (whatever its iimits may be) and the
representation of “general knowledge” (which to “ron.murrent” texOshould be simi
lar. There is probably no good reason for houding different types of st• cture to rtpmsene the
meaning of these two biocks of ten, the “old” and the “new”, We may want to sto•re the
older material in a more compact. iess redundant form. bot this nee.d not î.mplv a twçjr di.ffen
ence i.n St.ruCtore.

These con.siderations. head os to an important conciusion, This is that the best available
o z 0: c m ce “co ‘ r’

,



anguage. Attempts at building sorne kind of abstract, non-iinguisüc knowledge representation

may be misguided.

Ever since Descartes, ii has been assumed that real knowledge must be ma:hemati

cal in nature: either mathematics itseif or the so-called exact sciences that

mathemarics suppor:s. Concomiiantiy, i bas also heen asswned that so-catled ver

bal or ianguage-based knowiedge must be in some way inferior, since Janguage

does not easily lend itelf to mathematical precsion. But now, inadvertently, unex

pectedly. and wi:h unforeseeable consequences, through such concepts as hypertext

and its inevitable spïnoff. language may at last be in a position to make ci come-

back ton the knowiedge ladder.7

The next important conciusion is the following. 1f the representation of the translated

text and the representation of general knowledge share a comrnon structure, and if the former

can be built up semi-automaiically during the transiation process, dien surely general

knowledge can also be acquired in the same fashion.8

But what of the obvious pitfails to be expected if human language is to be used as a

knowiedge representation? What of structural, referential and lexical ambiguity? 1 shail return

to this question in section 4 beio, but the quick answer is this.

1f the bilingual dictionary for MT can be replaced with a structured bilingual corpus, and

jfextra4intniistic knowiedge is also represented by a structured text corpus, dien the two struc

tures can be integrated into one. The dictionary and knowledge bank (and text representation)

are conceptually one and the same. The consequence is that the representation of extra

linguisric knowledge is also a syntactically structured body of bi-text, As such, it contains no

stnjcturnl ambiguity, since this is required to be eliminated during parsing no referential ambi

guitv, since this must be resoived during 81(8 construction, just as it must during translation;

and linie lexical ambiguity, since every lexical unit in one ianguage is tied to an equivalent

unit in the other language: monolingual lexical arnbiguity is greatly reduced by the constraints

of the other language in the BKB. For exampie, the highiy arnbiguous English word line will

always be coupied, in the BKB conception, widi a specific transiation in the other language. 1f

the other language is Esperanto (which fomis the intennediate language or pivot in DLT’s mul

tilingual architecture), and if the translation is tubo, for example, dien the concept it represents

is restrcted to that of a pipeline, eliminating all the other meanings of bodi line and tubo. Of

course, some shared ambiguity may stili remain, but it can be argued that any further disabi

guation beyond this point is largely irrelevant to the requirements of the transiation.

In surn, the 81(8 is mamjguous, at least for the practical purposes of translation.

3 THE STRUCTURE OF THE BKB

1r this section 1 are onlv concerred wjth devising an appropriate structure. The question of

how such a structure can be built up serni-automaeically will be answered later, under 4.

Groet (1989: 44)

1 tav tremiomtornaticai.ly” becatise it is a basie foeture of the DLT transiation strategy to have the

ron.suit tht. operator wheoever antomatic oroc.edores tal]- to anti lve en ambiguity This

en ns oe ‘0 00 -
toe

language ravly ard thais dn.s not requue the operator to posneas any knowledge of the target. iangttage.
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3.1 Dependency syntax

The raw material from which a BKB is eonstructed is bilingual text, which we can define as
two bodies of text which are asserted to be equivalent in meaning. Whether one of the iexts is
a transiation from the other, or they are boLh. transiations from a third language, is unimportani
For the sake of illustration, suppose the corpus onsists of the following sentence:9

The board of PAC wianimozsslv conjïrms the mandate. =

Le conseil dis PAC est unanime dans sa confirmation dis mandat.

The first requirement is that the text be assigned a syntactic structure. Figure 1 shows depen
dency trees för this exampie.’0

Fig, 1: Dependency trees for example [71 être

COflS1 unarnme

Ie dans

confi ation
the

1 de

11
mandat

le

The choice of dependency syntax for DLT has been abundantly motivated elsewhere (e.g.
Schubert 1987: 193-194). Schubert’s argument that constituency syntax is at first hand con
cemed witli syntaclic form and dependency syntax with syntactic function, and that the latter is
therefore more suitable for the purposes of translation, is obviously equally applicable to the
purposes of a bilingual dictionary. But it can also be argued that this emphasis on syntactic
function, which implies relations between words, also favours dependency syntax for
knowledge representation, where relations between concepts are of vital importance. It is no
coincidence that dependency trucs beat a strong resembiance to semantic networks, An addi
tional point in favour of dependency is the smaller number of truc nodes required in corn

arison witli constituency analysis. For very large corpora, this compaction is significant.

3.2 Trans!ation units

The next Step is to divide the syntactie structure into transiation units. A transiation unit, as
the temi. was used las Harris, consists of two fraamenis of texE in different languages, which
the transiaror considers equivaiene. The essence of a unit is that it is autonomous. It can be
used without necessaril causin alterations in the surrounding context. it may vera well, of
course, be sensiti\e to context, in that the choice of one TU (transiation unit) or another will
usually depend on the context in which it appears, But it will not, when selected, necessitate
chan.ges in the context, in particular, that part of the tex.t which has already been translated,

Adapted. from Harris (1988e).
10 H.ere, word forms have beer. nonnalized. information on eyntactic featorer md fbncdons is omitted

fin the rake of chirisy.

unanimouily

PAC

the
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Figure 2 provide.s another view of exampie [7].. this time in terms of transiation units.

This view is isomorphic with the m.ore conventional tree diagram, with each eiipse in flgwe 2

corresponding to a subtree in figure 1, Each of the seven identifiable rransiation units has been

assigned an identification number (It)).

Fig. 2: English-French transTation units for example [7]

Table 1 iists the TU numbers with the corresponding bilingual equivalences. For exam

pie, TU 1 identifies the complete sentence, govemed by the verb confirm in English and être

in French, and enciosed within the largest ellipse. TU 2 is the subject noun phrase. 3 the

determiner, 4 the prepositional phrase, etc. From these examples it should be immediately

dear that each of the primary eranslation units corresponds to a (sub)tree. On the other hand,

it is not riecessarilv the case that every subtree corresponds to a translation unit. The French

subtree govemed by dans, for instance, does not constittne a Lranslation unit, There is rio sub

truc in the English sentence which can translate dans sa conflrmation du mandat, In the BKB

coding, this is shown by the It) “1/2” attached to dans, which indicates that this is the second

subtree in the bound dependene of TU 1.

TabTe 1: Transiation units identified in Fig. 2

TIJ coding Enghsh phrase French phrase

1 The board mandate, Lc conseil dii rnandaL

2 the board of PAC Ie conseil da PAC
3 the le
4 of PAC duPAC

5 PAC ie PAC

6 the mandate ie niandat
7 the le

Harris’s statement that “translation units [.] mostly consist of whole phrases and even

whole clause or sentences” is truc enough. Bot of course, translatio.n units cao also consist of

individual words. Won fonword cnrrespondcnces are not as intic uent as the. quotation ruighi

suggest. Their ,frenuency depends in part no the type of text being iransi.ated (e.g. tbnicbe er

lit.era.ry) and the demands made on style i.n the taiget language. in technical woning, where

“The board of PAC unanirnously “Le conseil du PAC est unanime

c.onfirms; the mandate.” dans sa confirmation da mandat.”
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terms in arious languages are usually intended to refer to identical real-world objects or
proesses, ore-to-one lexical equivalences are quite common. Moreover, the kind of stylistic
sorneNauits performed by literary translators are usually avoided in the down-toearth style of
technical translatjon

Harris’s bi-text proposal is primarily concerned with literal equivalences, but he also
recegnizes the need for non-literal TUs, based on similarity. The translator cannot rely on
ahs finding exactiy the same literal expression in the bi-texi base. The BKB structure
aiIos for the reacement of subtrees iihin an existing TU by a process of tree subtraction,
which amounts tc a kind of generalization. This perrnits the translation system to make pro
ductive use of all the equia1ences in the BKB, even if they do not constitute independent sub
trees, For example, subtracting TU 2 from TU 1 in figure 2 yiclds the equivalence of wzani
mousiv onfrm the inandaze whh être unanime dans sa confirmarion dis mandat. Further sub
tracting TU 6 generalizes the verbal construction to unanimously confirm and être urtanijne
dans sa conjïrrnarion de. Table 2 lists the remaining possibilities and the corresponding ccxi-
ing. 1fl this wav n e1ressicr1 such as to rainper with (something), which may very well
never occur in the corpus (or indeed in the language at large) without a dependent, can stil be
accessed as a (generalized) TU.

[_ TabIe2 Translation units derivedfrornTablel
‘ËngIish phrase French_phrase

enanimously confîrm être unanirne dans sa confirrnation de 1baard of PAC conseii du PAC
the baard Ie conseil
baard conseil

de

Box 1 shows the TU-coded structure of figure 2 in text form. Here again, a translation
unit consists of a head word and all its dependents. Thus TU 2 consists of the head words
board and conseit, respectively, and all the remaining dependents, namely TUs 3 and 4, which
in turn consist of the head words of and de and their dependent TU 5.

Box 1: Dependency trees for exampe [7]
[1,confirm [l,être

[l/l,unanimously 1 [I/l,urianime 1
[1/2,dans

[1/3,confirmation
[l/4,de 1

[l/5,il
[1/6,de

[6,mandate
[7,the]]

2 baard
3,the
4 of !4,de

1-2-6
2-3

2-3-4
14-5 1

—i
of

[6,mandat
[7,1e 1]]]]

[2,c,onseil
,3.le j

[S,PAC
[5i’.ie 111

\te uat Lff UH ‘flMUI tf oormaizdtion bas baen appl d to the words on e nodes the
c bij’ du ir t, irs ncl s hei ‘t ‘ii rst’ t
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13 Text cahErence and extra4inguistic knowiedge

1 have claimed in section 2.2 above that the text epresentation required for the analysis of the

text. bcing traislated. is adequate to represent extra-iinguistic knowiedge as well, at least for the

purposes of Ml’, What kind of additions to the BKB structure. as described so far, are neces

sary for knowiedge representation?

Undoubtedly the most important relation which bas to be added to the siructure is that of

reference (in the broad sense, inciuding deixis), We need to be able to follow the various

items mentioned and the events relating . thern, thraughout the text and thmughout the

knowledge base. Different expressions refertirig to the same concept must be linked via

pointers. Besides identity, other reference relations such as inclusion (PART-OF, MEMBER-OF

dc.) and exclusion can also be used. (For the interactive identification of such relations see

ii09 41 below.)

Although the network of reference relations created in this way must be approximately

the same in each half of the BKB, the two networks will not correspond exactiy, because one

language may make references which are omieted in the other version. Example [7] contains

an illustration of this, where the French possessive fonn sa refers back to conseil — a link

whïch is not reflected in the English construction.

[7] The board of PAC unanimouslv conflrrns the mandate. =

Le conseil du PAC est isnanirne dans sa confirmation du mandat.

The reason why sa should be nomialized to de ii, as noted carlier, is that this allows the per

sonal pronoun to be identified as entirely co-referent with le conseil dis PAC.

Given that various surface forms of reference can be projected onto the same extra

linguistic entity, the question arises of whether it is useful or necessary to preserve the surface

variety. Pronouns, for exampie, cannot be transiated directly between say, English and Tuii

ish, or between Engiish and Japanese, without reference to the entity they represent, and even

then quite complex choices may have to be made on the basis of broader knowledge of the

discourse context — questions of physical proximity in the case of Tuîidsh, or of presupposition

in the case of Japanese (Tsujii 1988: 161). So why not discard the surface forms from the

BKB, preserving only the code reference?

The answer is that part of the surface reference may need to be preserved because it adds

information to the original description. Given, for example, the text

My secretaty will arrive at three,

Please pick hirn up at the airport.

we could repiace the pronoun him with the ID for my secretary, but the feature “sex: male”

would first have to be added to the referent. Paraphrases, too, may contain information which

eau enrich the original description. In the exampie

T/zere was a girl sittin 0fl a beach-mat.

They could see the young woman with the bznoculars.

the exfression the young woman, even 1f know to ntfer to the sarne enüty as a girl sitting as

o beoch-mar. adds to the original deseription. the fact that the girl ihquestion could also be

considere.d a woman. An additional desideratum for the BKI3 ul th.e possihility of regenerating

the original tent in its literal fonn. This would not be rx•ssibie 1f reference forma were dis

carded.
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14 Extended example

in order to illustrate the combination of reference identification and coding with that of transla
tion units, a larger iext sample is required. The following exampie is based on a model text
for writers using Slinplified. Engllsh as defln.ed in the i.ntemational ai.rcraft i.ndustry (AECMA
1984), together with an ad hoc translation in Esperanto. Bach sentence is shown in parallel, in
English and Esperanto, first as text and dien in the kind of BKB structure already illustrated in
Box 1 — but with the addition of the third dimension: that of reference. The structure below
inciudes vertical links beeween TUs which are coreferentiaL Translation units are identified
by corresponding numbers on each side, The synaactic function labels which have been
inserted are expialned in table 3 at the end of this section. Additional cornrnents are interpo
lated between the sentence units.

Outer Wing Tank Test

[GOV 1.test
[ATR ‘,tank
[ATR 3,wing]
[ATR 4,outer 1]]

(1 On the fueling control panel,
set the power switch to ON,

[GOV 5,set
[ADVA 6,on
[PARG 7(=103),panel [the]
[ATR 7/1 ,control]
[ATR 8,fueling 1]]

[083 9,switch [the)
[ATR l0,power 1]

[ADVC ll,to
LPARG l2,ON” ]]]]

Testo de lii eksteraj alfuelujoj

[00V 1,testo
[ATR 24e
[PARG 2/1,j,2/2,((3alXfue1)ujo) [la]
[ATR 4,ekstera liii

(1) Sur la komandpanelo por flielizado,
movu ia alimentsxaltilon al “ON”,

[“(1)”
[00V 5,movi
[ADVA 6,sur
[PARG 7 (=103 } ,((komand)panelo) [la]
[ATR 8,por
[PARG 8/I,Q’fuel)izado) 1]]]

[083 9,(((10.aiiment)sxalt)ilo) [la]
[ADVC lIJal
[PARG 12,”ON” 1]])

In this first complete sentence of the sampie structure, note that the cros.s-coding of the depen
dent deflnite articles the and la has been left out, merely to save space. Note also that no
independent tran latkn offheling control is possible on the basis of ii• text, since there is no
correspanding TIJ.

TIJ 7 introduces the first reference link. The sarne controi panel will te refen’ed to again
in instruction (5), by TIJ 103, The referential link between TUs 7 and 103 is showu hete by
the coding between braces directiy foliowing the. TU code: (=103)”. Identity between the
concepts represented by two transiation units is macked by an equals sign. TUs 7 and 103 are
e’’Lai riot on1 in iteir refJrenLal co’tct1t. he ssc n ,iie t “cmi n boJ’ U ages Ot

course, the form of such crr-referent TTJs mud not be idendeat In the ca.se of pronouns, for
exampie, the forma will be completely different.

iia) Make wie that:
the rower lig ‘te Is off:
the overfiow vaive ights

(ia Korurolu, ke.:
g”. w’or’ ‘w ce rws

le signallampoj de bi superve.rsxaj vaiwj

Note that in the Esperanto version, morpheme structure has also been made explicit to some
extent, illustrating the possibility of coding morphemes as translation units. Thus TU 3 con
sists of the word wing in English and of the morpheme al in Esperanto, which is part of the
word alfuelujo.
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are off:
- the shutoff vaive Iights are on.

[00V 13,niake
PRED 13f1.sure
[OBJ 14,that
[SUBC 15,’; -

[SUBC-C 16,; -“

{SUBC-C 17,be
[PREI) 17/1,off 1
[SUBJ 18,light [the]
[ATR 19,power ]]]

[SUBC-C 20,be
[PRED 20/1 ,off]
[SUBJ 21{>40],s,22jight [the]
[ATR 23,valve
[ATR 24,overflow 1]]]

[SUBC-C 25,be
[PRED 25/1,on]
[SUBJ 26(=52),s,27,light [the]
[ATR 28,valve
[ATR 29.shutoff ]1J]]]]]]

ne iurnas:
- la signailarnpoj de ia baraj vaivoj lumas.

[“(i)(a)”
[GcV i3kontro1i
0BJ 14,ke
[SIJBC 15,’; -“

[SIJECC 16,”; -“

[SUEC-C 17,lurni
[ADVA 17/1,ne 1
[SUBJ i84’signai)lampo) [la]
[ATR 19,de
[PARG 19/1,alimento [la] ]]]]

[SUFC-C 20,Iumi
[ADVA, 20/1 ,ne]
[SUBJ 21 (>40)j,22,((signal)lampo) [la]
[ATR 23,de
[PARG 23/1j,valvo [la)
[ATR 24,((superversxa) 1]]]]]

[SLTBCC 25,lumi
[SUBJ 26 (=52] j,27,((signai)Iampo) [la]
[ATR 28,de
[PARG 28/1j,valvo fla]
[ATR 29,bara ]]]]]]]]]

TU 17 in the above structure equates the English verbal construction be off with the Esperanto

ne lumi (‘not shine’). Note that 17/1 off on the Engiish side is not transiarable by 17/1 on the

Esperanto side, ne, because the slash indicates that each of them is a bound dependent.

As in the previous sentence, the equals sign at TU 26 marks its referential identity with

TL’ 52. But TIJ 21 illustrates another kind of conceptual reference: the jnclusion relation,

shown here by a “>“ sign between braces. The coding at TIJ 21, the oveifiow valve iighs,

indicates that this expression refers to a concept which inciudes the concept referred to by TU

40. the lights for the overfiow valves of the outer wing tanks.

(2) Appiy pressure to the refueling system. (2) Apliku premon al la sisterno de refuelizado.

[“(2)”

(2a) Make sure thar (2e) Kontrolu, ke:

- the lighes for the overfiow vaives - La signaliampcij de le .superversxej

of the outer wing tanks come en; vaivol de La eksteraj alfhelujoj eklumas;

the shutoff vaive iihts stay on; - ie signaliampoj de le baraj vaivoj Iumada;

ford doos not fiow into the tanks. fuelo no lions en ].a .fue.iujojn.

[“(2Xa)”
100V 35 make
RRIEI3 35/1 sjre 1
[OB.J 36,thet
[SUBC 37;’; -

[00V 30,apply
[OBJ 31 pressure]
[ADVC 32,to
[PARG 33,systern [the]
[ATR 34,refueling 1]]]]

[00V 30,apliki
[OBJ 31 ,prerno]
[ADVC 32,al
[PARG 33sistemo [laj
[ATR 34,de
[PARG 34/1 .((re)(fueflizado) JI]]]]

[00V3;ÇkrroIi

[OBJ 36the
[SUBC 37;’; .-‘

[.SUBCC “
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[SIJEC-C 38,”;
[SUBC-C 39,come
[PRED 39/1on]
[SUBJ 4C(2i),s,41,1ight [the]
FÂTR 42,for
[PARG 43,s,44,valve [the]
[ATR 45overflow]
[ATR 46,of
[PARG 471=59],s,48tank [the]
[ATR 49,wing 1
[ATR 50,outer ]]j]]]j

[SUBC-C 51,stay
[PRED 51/1,oa 1
[SUBJ 52(=26>86],s53,1ight [the]
[ATR 53/1,valve
[ATR 54,shutoff ]]]]

[SUBC-C 55,ulow
[AD\A, 56,not]
[SUBJ 57,fuel 1
[ADVC 58,into
[PARG 59(—_477),s,6O,tank [the] 11]]]]]]

[SUBC-C 39,((ek)lumi)
[SIJBJ 40(<21)j,41.((signal)larnpo) [tal
[ATR 42,de
[PARG 43j,44yalvo [La]
[ATR 45((super)ersxa) 1
[ATR 46,de
[PARG 47 (=59]j,48,((49,aI)(fuel)ujo) fla]
[ATR 50,ekstera ]]]]]]]

[SUBC-C 51 ,flurn)adi
[SUBJ 52 [=26>861 j,53((sIgnahlarnpo) [la]
[ATR 53/14e
[PARG 53f2j,valvo fla]
[ATR 54,bara ]]]]]]

[SLTBC-C 55,flui
[ADVA, 56,ne]
[SUBJ 57,fuelo]
[ADVC 58,en
EPARG 59 (=477] j,60,((fueflujo) [la] 1]]]]]]

In instruction (2a) we see the converse of the relation noted earlier at TU 21: since TU 21
inciudes TU 40, this link can also be read the other way round: TU 40 is inciuded in (is a part
or member of) TU 21.

The comhination of reference links at TU 52 indicates that this item, the shuwff voive
lights, already identified with TU 26, inciudes the concept referred to by TU 86 in instniction
(4a) below: the light for the shutoff switch of the right-hand outer wing nk.

TU 59, the tanks, is identified as co-referent with both TU 47. the ourer wing tanks and
the coordinated phrase which constitutes TU 67, the right-hand tank and the left-hand tank.

(3) Make sure there is no leakage from
the refueling lines between the
right-hand tank and the left-hand tank.

[“(3)”
[GOV 61,make
[PRED 61/1,sure]
[OBJ 62,be
[ADVC 62/1,there]
[SLTBJ 62,1eakage
[ATR, 62/3.no]
{ATR 62/4,from
[PARG 63,s,M,li.ne [the]
[ATR. 65,refueiing ]

TR 66,between
[PARG 67[=59),and
[PAI1G-C 68(=76),iank [the]
[ATR 69,ri.ghtAand 1]

I?ARGC 70,tank [the]
ATR 1 1

(3) Kontrolu, ke ne likas La refiielizaj
tuboj irner La dekstra fuelujo kaj La
maidekstra fuelujo.

[“(3)”
[00V 61 ,koncroli
[OBJ 61/1,ke
[SLTEC 62,liki
[ADVA 62/1,ne]
[SUBJ 63j,64,tubo [la]
[ATR 65.((re)(fuel)iza) 1
rAT 6&inter
[PARG 67(=59),kaj
[PARf3C 68 (=76),f(i.uel)ijjci) [la]
[ATR 69,dekstra]]
P.RÇ_C 7fl

‘ [‘al
[ATR 71 ,((rnal)dekstra)

Instruction (3) contains a nice. exampie of a lexical nsetataxis (structural transformation) mle in
TU $[‘ shcn a Ier tf suUracrun of ca &rurut TI 63 an be en ralcod ar
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(4) Set the shutoff switch of the right-hand

outer wing tank to OPEN.

[00V 72,set
[OBJ 73,switch [the]
[ATR 74,shutoff 1
[ATR 75,0f
[PARG 76[=68=91},tank [the]
[ATR 77,wing]
[ATR 78,outer 1
[AIR 79righthand 1]]]

[ADVC 80,to
[PARG 81,OPEN” 1111

(4a) Make sure that:
- the light for the shutoff switch of

the righthand outer wing tank goes off;
fuel flows into the right-hand tank.

[00V 82,make
[PRED 82/1 ,sure]
[OBJ 83,that
[SUBC84,”; -

{SUBCC 85,go
[PRED 85/1,off 1
[SUEJ 86(=11 1<52},Iight [the]
[AIR 87,for
FPARG 88,switch [thej
[AIR 89,shutoff]
[AIR 90,of
[PARG 9i(=7&=98),tank [the]
[AIR 92.wing]
[AIR 93,oueer]
[AIR 94ieghnhand JIJ]]]]

[SIJBC-C95(=117),flow
[SIJBJ 96Jue11
[ADVC 97,hno
[PARG 98 [=91 ),tank [die]

ATR 0anght ase

(4) Movu la barsxakïlon de la dekstra
ekstera alfuelujo al OPEN”.

[‘(4)
[00V 72,movi
[OBJ 73,(i(74,bar)sxalt)ilo) [la]
[AiR 75,de
[PARG 76[68=91),((77,al)(fue1)ujo) [La]
[AIR 78,ekstera]
[AIR 79,dekstra 1]]]

[ADVC 80,al
[PARG 81,”OPEN” ]]]J

(4a) Kontrohi, ke:
la signaliamço de la barsxaltilo de la

dekstra ekstera alfuelujo cxesas lurni;

fuelo fluas en la dekstran fuelujon.

[“(4)(a)”
[00V 82 ,kontroli
[OBJ 83,ke
[SUBC 84,; -“

[SUBC-C 85cxesi
[JNFC 85/Iiumi 1
[SUBJ 86 (= 111<52] ,((siial)iarnpo) [la]
[AiR 87,de
[PARG 88.(ft89,har)sxah)ilo) [la]
[AIR 90.de
[PARG 91 (=76=98),((92,al)(fuel)ujo) [Ia]
[AIR 93,ekstera]
[AIR 94aiekstra 1]]]]]

[SUBC-C 95(=117)Jlui
[SUEJ 96,fuelo]
[ADVC 97,en
[PARG 98(=91)((fue1)ujo) 9a]
[ATR 994ekstra J)]]fl]]

Here. TU 86, the liiht for the shatff switch of the righ.nhand outer wieg tank, is identified

0’ Th 111 ho ‘ight [no ho r set md no no no 0ecanoe these seo otfferent 0 rrnç m

fear refer to the sense entity. JE does not fbi.Iow. o.f course, that the TUs are inteoh.angeabie in

•transiation. One may he more appropriate than the other in a particuiar context. BuL this

i.eferential identificari.cn is important in order to hnpart en expii.cit structure to the lenowledge

[be [there] [leak.age [no] [from [X]]]] = [liki [ne] [X]]

Since TU 67. the right-hand tank and the left-hand tank, has been identifled with TU 59,

the tanks, and since the concept referred to by each member of a coordination such as TU 67

is necessarily inciuded in the concept represented by the whole syntagima, the system can

automaticallv conclude that TIJ 68, the righr-hand tank, and TIJ 70, the left-hand tank. are

inciuded in TUs 47 and 59, ie. that they are members of the outer wing tanks.
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of the world implicit in the text. The system can make use of this structure for simple infer
ence procedures. (See the exampie under 52 below.)

Hoid the switch cm the fueling control
panel to TEST.

[00V 100,hold
[OBJ l0l,switch [the]
[ATR 102,on
[PARG 103(=7],panei [the]
[ATR 103/i,control]
[ATR 104.fueling 1]]]

[ADVC 105,to
[PARG 106,”TEST” 11]]

(5a) Make sure that:
- the light for the right-hand shutoff

valve comes on;
- the fuel flow stops.

[“(5)(a)”
[00V 107,make
FPRED 107/1,sure]
[OBJ 108,that
[SUBC 109,”; -

[SUBC-C 1 l0,come
[PRED l10/1,on 1
[SLTBJ 1l1(=86),light [the]
[ATR 112,for
[PARG 1 13,valve [the]
[ATR 1 14,shutoff]
[ATR 1 15,right-hand JIJ]]

[SUBC-C 1 16,stop
[SLTBJ 117(=95),flow [the]
[ATR 118,fuel 1]]]]]]

(5 Tenu La sxaitiion sur La komandpanelo
pc fuelizado cxe “TEST”.

[“(5)”
[00V 100,teni
[OBJ 10L((sxait)io) [la]
[ATR 102,sur
[PARG l03(=7)((komand)panelo) fla]
[ATR 103,por
[PARG 104/1,((fuel)izado) JIJ]]

[ADVC 105,cxe
[PARG 106,”TEST” 1]]]

(5a) Kontrolu, ke:
la signallampo de Ja dekstra barvalvo

eklurnas;
- Ja fuelfluo cxesas.

[“(5)(a)”
[00V 107,kontroli
[OBJ 108,ke
[SUBC 109,”; -“

[SUBC-C 1 10,((ek)Iumi)
[SUEJ 111 (=86),((signal)lampo) [la]
[ATR 112,de
[PARG 1 13,((1 14,bar)vaivo) [la]
[ATR 115,dekstra ]]]]]

[SUBC-C 1 16,cxesi
[SUBJ 1 17(=95},((1 18,fuel)fluo) [la] Ii]]]]

The sample structure shows only such reference links as will nonnally be inserted during the
construcüon of the BKB. They can, of course, be further extended using the principles of tran
sitivity. For example, given that TIJ 111, the light for the right-hand shu:off valve, has been
identified with TU 86, which in tum is known to be inciuded in TU 52, which has further been
identified with TU 26, the system can infer that TU 111 is also inciuded in the concept
referred to by TU 26, the shiucif valve lights, a fact which had not been given explicitly. In
this way the system cao automatically check. the consistency of the knowiedge base and
improve in. coverage, All .such refere.ntiai relations are, of course, equally applicabie when the
same concepts are referred to by the corresponding trams in the other language. Le. whencver
re-ierences link: aut000mous translation units and not bound depsndents.

Finaily. rome clarification is cailed for ae the verv last refeornee in the sampie, where TU
t4C u Jsroed - the eruer T Ç5 f,e’ “cs rrt re r atin tfr

spite of the difference ir syntactic categories between the laad words of these units (a deverbal
IJ ia o n795 e”oce

hrase refhrs back.. to a whoie clause and that, conceptuallv. TIJ 117 therefdre represenis ai
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One element which is not visihie in the above example is infonnation on the original

word order. Dependency em•.s are nct piojecüve. Neverthless, such infonn.ation can and

should be inciuded in the BKB structure because it is an important part of the linguistic

knowiedge die text contains, and also because it is needed if the originai texe is to 5e reconsti

tuted. Ie was omitted from the exampie oniy for die sake of simplicity.

TabIe3:Expbnationofsyntacticlabels

ADVA adverbial adjunct
ADVC adverbia] compiement
ATR attribute
DET &terminer
GOV govemor
INFC nfinitival compiernent
INFC-C coordinared infiriitival complement

OBJ direct object
PARG prepositional argument
PARG-C coordinated prepositional argument

PREI) predicative
SUBC subordinate clause
SUBC-C coordinated subordinate clause
SUBJ subject

______

A word about syntaceic labels. The labels used in the sample structure have intentionally

been made as symmetrical as possible. This is not of course necessary. Even if we use the

same literal label, e.g. SUBJ, in the syntaxes of two different languages the meaning of each

js defmed by the relevant syntax, and they do not necessarily niean the same.

4 BIJILDING THE BILINGUAL KNOWLEDGE BANK

The building of a Bilingual Knowiedge Bank entails a great deal of interactive text processing.

Even if a suitabie corpus of bilingual text is available and after the text in each language has

been parsed with the aid of an appropriate dependency parser, the conversion of the parallel

dependency trees to the proposed BKB structure cannot 5e performed automaticaliy. However,

it does appear that a great deal of the work can become autornatic. Thert are two reasons for

this. First, the BKB ftseif can provide more and more support, the larger it becomes. Second,

the information contained in one language version can support the processing of the other ver

sion, and the addition of further languages to the system can reinforce this effect,

The humamaided processing required can 5e described under three separate headings:

structure. translation and reference.

4J Parsing

To guararitee that the suntaceic stmctures in the BKB are correct, anv parser used must 5e
jrac or allow for postediting of the output stroctures. Ln the pilot impiemen.tation (see

sectjon 1 above), a simple. fust, categorythased pars.r is used which displays onl.y one possible

structure or sentene. The ope•ra.tor can correct the tree, if necessary, by exchangirg nodes or

rnoving hranches with the aid of a mouse. befcre storing it in the BKI3.

The pilot system parser is BKi3teupportcd in that it extracts irrfbrmat.ïon no word

categories. syntaclic func.tions and the like from the growi..ng BKB — be. from that part of the

corpus wh.ich bas already been processe.d. In future the parser will also rnatch the input string

n.. irt ‘ni î 3’°!3 C’ie
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basis. It will also suggest akemadve parses if the first propo.sai. is rejected.

The larger the BKB becomes, the better It can support the parser, This is not to say that

certain parses can be automaticaliy exciuded on the basis of the existing knowledge bank, but

it does mean that the rnost iikelv structure can be displayed first, thus considerably easing the

job of the operator. The knowledge appiied will inciude not only syntactic probabilities. but

the extra-Iinguistic information stored in the BKB as well. For example, existing knowledge of

the death of Maxwell Madondo — or of the fact that Mrs Mandela is stil alive — can help to

resoive the attachment ambiguity in:

[10] The girl lived in the sarne street as Max’ell Madondo, one of the bodguards of
Mrs Mandela, who last week was stoned and siabbed to dearh11

However. not all structural ambiguities are likely to be comrnon to both languages in the

coipus. On the contrary, a small experiment on paper his shown that of 20 structural ambigui

ties identifled in a short passage in Esperantot2 for which translations in eight other languages

were available, between 8 and 14 could in principle be resolved automatically by comparison

with one or other of the eight translations, once the translation units have been identified.

Comparison of the possible parses of the Esperanto text with those of both the English and the

German version together resuited in the elimination of no iess than 16 of the 20 ambiguities.

The remaining 4 cases were arnbiguous in all of the nine languages.

These obsers’adons suggest the following strategy. The parsing of both language versions

should be carried out in parallel and interleaved with the identification of iranslation units. In

this way the systern can avoîd generating parses which may be incornpatible in terms of trans

iation units. Figure 3 iliustrates this approach. The English adjective can be attached either to

the first noun, or eise to the coordination. The French adjective can be attached either to the

coordination or to the second noun. Therefore, as soon as one of the translation units values =

valeurs and attitudes = attitudes has been identifled, the dependency of sociat on a single

noun can be eliminated from consideration. because no dependent is possible in the other

language.

Fig. 3: Contrastive structural disambiguation

and et

values : attitudes (valeurs attitudes

social disambiguating Zink sociales

social auirudes and values = les valems er les atritzsde. soci&es

In this example, di..sambiguati.on is likely to hit automatic as soon as the BKB is• large
enough to contain exantpies of the basic TUs iflVOlVed. In other cases, where human interven

tion may be renuired to decide the most likely stractural interpretation of the text, the operator

too can be greatiy aided b being abie to compare the two different language versions,

1f the aim is to build knowiedge banks for a. multilingual translation syste.m, it may be

profitable för the system to co.mpare each new version of the tent with the versions alr.rady

11 Traralation from the equally ambigu•eius Dutch origine] liet meisje emonde in dezeij7]e nraat als

2 ear r ar mc

(U:reehta Nieuain1ad 26 Feb. 1759e

Part of the Peeface to Murmikam a (1975).
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processed to improve the parsers performance. Once all structural ambiguities have been

resoived (whether autornatically or interactively) for the flrst language pair, there should be

very littie of this kind of work requ.ired from..• the third language onwards, because each new

language can be. strucnirally disambiguated hy establishing translation units with languages

already processed. Residual stnicturai ambiguity will be found mainly in sentences which

strongly deviate from the other language versions (Le. where the translation is very “free”),

and in idiomatic expressions. For exampie. choosing the correct attachment for the preposi

tional phrase in to pisii the wooi over someone’s eyes is unhikely to be heiped by a compari.son

with the equivalent idioms in other languages.

4.2 J.dentifying translation units

The second dimension of BKB construction in which human support is inevitable is the cross

coupling of the parallel structures by means of transiation units. Al the beginning, the operator

obviously has to do most of the work. Cradually, however, the growing amount of knowledge

in the BKB onder construction makes it increasingly easy for the system to suggest the correct

equivalences. This can be demonstrated by reference to the extended example in section 3.4

above, Lo this sample text, consisting of ten sentences, roughly 50% of all translation units are

repetitions. At the beginning, all the expressions are new, but towards the end of the text, very

few new concepts are introduced. In the pilot implementation, the syseem attempts to identify

all the translation units automaticaliy and presents the results to the operator graphically. After

confirmation or correction, the resuits are stored and are then used to influenee subsequent ana

lyses. The system is thus self-improving. Experience with this implementation shows that

even with only a few thousand words in the BKB, the system is frequently abie to correctly

idenüfy all the transiation units in quite complex sentences. It seems hikely that in a large

corpus a high proportion of all sentences could be analysed fully automatically into translation

units — that is to say that the system could recognize that a given sentence and its equivalent in

the other language can be put together from the building bricks of known TUs, without

remainder and in a unique fashion.

1f a given sentence can be put bogether in this way, then it might be thought that it adds

nothing new to the BKB and could therefore. be disc.arded. This will never be the case, how

ever, unless the same corpus text is fed in in duplicate. Even 1f a sentence can be constituted

from known eransiation units, their combination may forru new, more complex units. The rela

tions between the TUs in the sentence provide contextual infbrrnation which is relevant to the

choice of translations jn context. Finally, even if the whole sentence is identical, both in form

and in referential content, to an earhier sentence, its links to other sentences in the text add new

information at the level of discourse analysis.

Experiments on paper suggest that the identification of transiation units can to a high.

de.ree be rcgarded as a transitive process. That is to say that, given the equivalence of expres

sion ci. in language A with expression in language B, and further given that j3 is equivalent to

y in language C, Uren it foiows that a translation unit. can be establi.shed between ci. in

langutge A and ‘y In language C in the san’ co.ntest An important imphicatirn of this princh

pie for the deveiopment of a Tnuitihingual system is that given the BKJ3s for the language pairs

AB and B-C, the knowiedge base for the lariguage pair AC can be derived automaticahly.

The only disadvan.tage to this procedure is that sorne This in the automaticahly generated. BKB

mcv ed unnece-ssariiy large. FUr exampie. the Spanish deudor hiporecario is equivalent to the

En.glish enongagor, whic.h in mm cao be translated intu Esperar&to as hipoteka debiioro. 1f the

Spanish toon is now crosscoupled, using the t.ransitivity principle, to the Esperanto term, the

t ‘u rr,4r rr.jnj ieFUdcrans.

butes hijotecario and hjoo:ek.a are also- equivalent. Aithough this failure to suddivide will not

necessariiy cause pmblerns during translation, en additionhi interactive pmcess could identify
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such cases and thus improve the productivity of the new BKB. Altemaüvely, the situation
coul be rectified by an automatic process in complex reduced to their
component TUs with the aid of knowledge available eisewhere in the BKB This reorganiza
tion of the knowledge bank need not he restricted to BKBs• the transitivity prirci
ple, but can be applied on a routine basis to maximize productivity.

43 Identifying referents

The third dimension of BKB construction requiring interactive processing is that of text cc her
ence: the vertical ii.nklng of translation units which refer to the same entities or events, This is
essential for inferencing over the BKB, as well as for the gereration of appropriate surface
forms of reference in the target language. The first two dimensions described under 4.1 and
42 above (syntactic parsing and identification of translation units) were necessary in order to
convert the bilingual corpus into a bilingual dictionary, This third d.imensi•on augments the bil
ingual dictionary with extra-linguistic knowledge,

Just as in the cases of syntactic structure and translation units, the identification of
referential links can be strongly supporied by the BKB itself, First, expressions such as pro
fonns and defmite noun phrases which are used to refer to concepts introduced elsewhere in
the text, can increasingly be recognized automaticafly by the fact that previous occurrences of
those expressions have been assigned reference links in the BKB. Second, existing links in the
BKB can help the system to identify the most likely antecedent or other referent for the expres
sion in question, as well as the type of link involved (e.g. identity, inciusion or exclusion).

The identification of references, like syntactic structures, can also be supported by con
trastive analysis. Eg.:

[11] English: This dictionary fç the fruit of more than nine years of international
collaboration. In planning it,

German: Dieses Wörterbuch ist die Frucht einer mehr als neunjâhrigen Arbeit.
Bei seiner Ausarbeitung

where the German pronoun seiner makes it dear that the English It in the second sentence
refers back to dicrionary and not to fruit or collaboration. What proportion of referential am
biguities can be resolved by such contrastive means is difficult to estimate, in particular be
cause it is bound to be dependent on the specific language pair concerned. In combination
with a set of text grammatical mies for each language, contrastive analysis should, however,
significantly reduce the burden on the operator.

Just as for structural disambiguation, the referential identification completed for the first
language pair should largely elirninate this aspect of the operator’s taak from the third language
onwards. There will, of course, always be a re.sidue of monolingual references to be resoived.
(See exampie [7] under 3.3 above.)

It wifi already be obvious that the const.ruction of fl BKB
. makes heavy demans tse the

operator’s help in the early stages, bus that gradually the growing BKB itscif makes the pro
cessing of new material a semti.automatic prucess.

What are the practical consequences of the BKB concept for actual trans. laden? These can be
considered under fou.r headin.gs: syn.tax., text coherence, metataxis and. sem.antics.
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51 Syntax

Syntactic analysis and generation are traditionally rule-driven in machine translation systems.

The BKB, containing as ii does large numbers of syntactic stnJetures, provides a potential sub

stitute for mies. In a BKBbased parser, th:e analysis of the input string can be bas.ed on anal

ogy: a process of rnatching the input sequence against pattems stored in the BKB structures

and seiecting those which provide the ciosest analogy. Van Zuijlen (1989a, 1989b) has ex

plored the potentialities of this approach, and a BKB-based parser is currently (June 1990)

under construction. Some suggestions as to the working of such a parser are also contained in

section 55 below,

5.2 Text coherence

The “backbone” of text coherence consists in reference and deixis (Papegaaij & Schubert

1988: 199). As already shown for the sampie text in section 3.4, the BKB structure provides

for, and even dernands, the systematic ideritification of the items and events mentioned in the

text v ja the setting of referential links of various types. And this knowiedge can be appiied

during the analysis of a source text to suggest the most likely referent for any referential ex

pression, just as it can during BKB constnjction (see section 4,3).

Knowledge of a particular entity can be aceumulated over a number of references, The

sentence

[12] The Mayor has resigned.

maY occur more than once in a corpus, but the separate occurrences of the Mayor may or may

not be cross-linked, even if the words are identical in both languages, depending on whether

thev refer to the same rnayor or noi This is necessary, for one thing, because the specific

knowledge available about the mayor in question can determine the surface fomi of future

references: for example, whether the appropriate pronoun is he or she. Translation is geaied

to concept IDs, leaving the way open for TL-specific generation of references. The fact that

the SL (source language) originally used a pronoun, for example, in no way constrains the TL

reference. This may also take the form of a pronoun, but it may equally well be a repetition of

the original forrn, or a generic term or synonym used earlier for the same entity. The appropri

ateness and possible ambiguity of the chosen form can only be reliably checked within the ii

half of the text representation, because this half inciudes not only bilingual concepts, but also

concepts introduced in the TL text ordy, and which might well lead to a misidentification of

the entitv referred to.

A notable consequence of all this is that pronouns, proverbs etc. are never simply

translated, hut must be generated. where required, by the TL part of the metataxis process.

Consider the following example:

.English:
Snow was falling.
Ir had been dhin sofor hours.

Esperanto:
.ITegLs. (Ptwassnowing.’)

Ne’is ja, dam horof aireadv for hours.’)

Here, the concept of fai.ll.ng, which is present in the English test, is only impIici.t in the

U ‘ T’ rb noo S’’n’.’ ‘p .r r .r rru Lo rnc’ is 1n “p’ Ps. aso’r is

truc of the cornmal cencept snow’, whidh again is only implied in the Esperanto verb. So

where the second Engiish sentence uses a pronoun 1: to infer back to snow and a prceverb

(.doing so) to refer back to the action of falling, the. Esperanto version bas no profaorrns at all.

p ‘npe ‘ e ce’ «J ffa ue ‘c’v unrl cerh ‘nnnnhigcei oxt ‘v ne re
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ciudcd in one or other translation unit. since by our definition the bi-text consists of translation
units and nothing eise. Thus the monolingual concepts expressed by snow and falling are in
cluded in the TU (bilingual concept)

fail [SUBJ snowij = [neij.

Instantiating the Engiish pronoun and pro-verb (in the second sentence of [13]) with deir re
ferents automaticaily ensures that they will be translated by a repetition of negis, since the En
giish subtree now matches the left-hand side of the TU shown above (and since Esperanto bas
no pro-verbs). 1f the BKB also contains a literal translation in the form of the TU

[fail [SUBJ snow]] = [fali [SUBJ neo]]

•then of course we can also obtain the akernative translation

[14] Nego falis. (‘Snow was-falling. )
Ôifaiis jam de horoj. (‘It was-failing already for hours.’)

in which the use of the pronoun i echos the English reference.

What this example shows is that the moriolingual identification of concepts plays a vital
mle in the resolution of reference, which cannot be achieved on the basis of translation units
alone.

Besides handling reference and deixis, the BKB can preserve the order of syntagmata:
aithough dependencv trees are not projective, word order information should also have its place
in the struceure. This can serve the purposes of the eheme-rheme distinction. For example,
there is different themc/rheme information in the Esperanto sentences

[15] Li preridanw moijrnis la kongreson.
L I(J)nreson malfermis la preztdanto.
(‘The president opened the congress.’)

although syntactically and lexically they are identicat Moreover, the identification of the tin
marked order (Schubert 1987: 181) is simply a matter of performing a frequency count across
the BKB for the stnicture concemed, for the SL or the TL independently.

In principle, the BKB can be adapted to the requirements of text level analysis (discourse
structure), Each sentence or clause is labelled with an II), and rhetoricai relations between
sentences can easily be inserted, if these can be identified,

Finally, it is easy to demonstrate the value of the BKB structure for text coherence as a
vital element in natural language understanding in general, and in controlled language in partic
ular, The analysis of the sample text in section 3.4 bighlights two points where an interactive
system could have aided the writer of Simplified English to avoid the possibility of misunder
standing:

1 instruction 5(a) tdils the reader to make sure that the light flir the righr-hand shutoff valve
comes en. Checking our information on this entity during the first ateempt at encoding,
however, we found that the shutoif valve iights (of which this is one) were already on!
The svstem should be abie to recognize here that there is an apparent contradiction in the
instructions. The expianation is that the following expressions actuallv refer to the same
enti.ty:

the light fcr the shut€ff swirch of the righrhand 001cr wieg tank
the light for the righohand shutoif valse

The former of these went ofi. accordi.ng to instmction 4(a). so if they refcr to the seine
entity the •contradiction s removed, in the context of tin ai.rcraft inaintenance. manual thi.s
kind of corifusion should ix corrected,
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(2) lnstruction 5 telis the reader to hold the swirch on the fiseling control panel to TEST.

Here, the definite reference suggests that this switch may have been already introduced,

or else may be the only switch on the control panel. The only likely candidate referent in

the preceding text is the power swizch in irstraction 1, which by fairly simple inference

can be understood to be located on the flieling control panel. Reference to a diagram,

however, shows that this referent is not correct, because the power switch has no TEST

position. Nor can the definite noun phrase refer to a unique entity. because there are

several switches on the panel. Actuatly, the original text, before ‘transIation” to Simpli

fied English, referred in instniction 5 to the test switch on the füeiing control panel,

which is a unique entity. Here again, a routine query from the syslem as to the intended

referent could have prevented the omission of this useful epithet.

This exampie. incidentally, underlines the importance of integrating diagram legend with

the knowledge base. It should be quite feasible to devise a program to enter this infonnation

ineeractively, thus adding to the knowledge base the knowledge of what switches are to be

found on the control panel, what their possible settings are, cie.

5.3 Metataxis

Metataxis, or structural transformation, can be guided by mies which are implicit in the whoie

BKB stni.cture. As its simplest, this means using the BKB as a dictionary of word-for-word

equivalences. BuL any level of structural complexity can be handied, The subtraction of trans

lation units from each other is a powerful device equivalent to complex lexical metataxis rules

containing variables, such as those inciuded in the DLT prototype dictionaries. For example:

[16] The conlents are being deleted. =

La destruction du contenu est en cours,

When these two sentences have been processed for a BKB, the resulting TUs inciude

[be [X] [being [deleted]]] =

[être [destruction [la] [de [Xl]] [en [cours]]]

where X is a vafiable ohtained by subtracting the TU

[contents [the]] = [contenu [le]]

Generating translations with the BKB is a jigsaw-like process in which translation units

associated with the words or morphemes of the inpul sentence are retrieved from the BKB and

put together in such ways as will reproduce one or more of the possible source language struc

tures and at the same time produce an intemally consistent structure in the target language. Of

course, the problem of selecting among altemative transiations ntmains. (See 5.4 below.) But

the definition of the translation unit, including bound or uneransiatable dependents, prevents

their ahuse in many cases. For example, given the. EnghshDutch TUs

1. John kas kicked the bucker Joke is doodgegaan. (‘John has died.’)

2. bucker of doLf = emmer melk

3. as last = eimielijk

C.aflriOt be trarisla.ted bv the conjunction of flls 1 and 2, because the attachment Doint basket is

r t c eb1e in [12 e ii Jees nrc lLse f icul a De Ja Jar 12md
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can be composed of TUs 1 and 3, because at last can be attached to the head of TU 1.

5.4 Sernantics

The BKB concept offers significant advaneages for semantic control, both automatic and in

teractive (via a diaioeue with the user)’

541 Autornaric:

The main advantages are the following:

(1) The semantic module can handle multi-word units. Welding together two parallel ver
sions of the same text provides an operational criterion for the definition of multi-word
concepts. The BKB can be compared to a network of semantic molecules consisting of
transiation units, and the choice between altemative translations (Le. between altemative
TUs) will be detennined by contextual probabilities. The context of a given unit consists
of other units, which may be simple words but may also be complex subtrees.

(2) On the other hand, the semantic module can access content morphemes below the word
level in the BKB, because word grammar is used to structure polyrnorphemic words.

(3) The vexing problem of identif’ing and tagging individual word meanings in the lexicon
(how many senses should we attribute to a word like English take?) is operationally
solved in the BKB, which equates meanings or “concepts” with bilingual equivalences.
Since all contextual information is now bed to bilingual equivalences, the contextual pat
tems of an ambiguous word such as the Esperanto akso (‘axis’ or ‘axle’) are elearly
separated, in an English/Esperanto BKB, by the distinctive transiations to which they are
attached. 1f, on the other hand, they both happened to have the same translation in the
other language, then the distinction might be considered irrelevant for translation pur
poses.

(4) The BKB structure allows the semantic module to match the total input pattern against
the selected total patierns in the BKB. There is no dismemberment of the original sÜuc
tures in the knowledge sources (corpora) which constitute the BKB.

(5) The semantic module can be supported by text coherence mechanisms which derive from
the BKB their knowledge of textual pattems (discourse structures) and of patiems of
reference and deixis. These constraints can greatiy reduce the number of altemative
translations under consideration. Reference links such as that between young woman and
girl in example [9] above provide a built-in neework of semantic relations which can be
used to match input phrases with BKB examples.

(6) The use of a bilingual knowledge bank means that it is possible to compute semantic
proximitv on the basis of contextual pattem (Sadier, forthc.; 1989b: 55-58) for any given
pair of concepts (ie. Eransiation units), rather than for mere words, and to apply this
measure to either language. 1f, for example, a system based on an Engiish/Esperanto
BKB needs to detennirse the degree of semantic proximity between the materials wond
and iron. it can do this by comparing the contextuai pattems of the transiation units

iron fero

without. ciouding the picture with the unrelated senses of the words (eg. the ‘gro.up of
t.rees’ sense of woed or the ‘srnooliiing instrument’ sense of iron).

See Sadjer (1989b: 14dj23.3) for a more extesisve dis.cussion,
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(7) Default choices can be hased on the relative frequencies in the BKB, This is a dynamic

criterion, influenced by every new addition to the BKB, including the text being translat

cd, Moreover, since the BKPI consists of a number of different texts, the translation pro

cess can be made to keep track of the frequency with which units from any given BKB

text are being accessed. hi this way. the subject maner of the text being transiated can be

implicitly identifled with that of certain parts of the BKB, which can dien be given priori

ty over others in the deierminatiori of default choices. Text priorities will shift in a fluid

manner as the input shifts from one topic to another. Since the text being translated is

constantly added to the BKB, this mechanism also automaticaily weights frequency-based

preferences towards those choices already made for the current text.

5.4,2 !nteracrive:

In the 1988 DLT prototype, a computer-initiated dialogue allowed the user to confirm or over

ride the interpretations selected by the semantic module. To support this dialogue, the bilingu

al Engiish-Esperanto dictionary was equipped widi English paraphrases of all the altemative

Esperanto eranslations. Eneering these paraphrases proved to be one of the most time

consuming tasks of the iexicographers and one of the least satisfactory. Ii often proved virtual

ly impossible to paraphrase the meaning of a given word in a way that is reasonably concise

and at the sarne time sufficiently distinctive when compared with the paraphrases of alternative

transiations.

In the BKB conception, based as it is on corpus analysis, there is no place for arbitrary

paraphrases. So what are the altematives? Somehow, lexicai ambiguities have to be presented

to the operator in a dear manner.

The solution proposed is to repiace paraphrases with examp. Every time a translation

is selected, the semantic module can be assumed to have found a translation unit in the BKB

which best matches the current context. Since the TU thus pinpointed is also embedded in a

broader BKB context, this context can be used to provide the example.

The examples in the following illuserations are taken from a corpus. Given the input sen

tence

[20] What is the subject of the question?

the system could offer:

jInterpretationsasin:

[1] the SUBJECT of the verb

1f the operator disagrees with any of the interpretation.s offered, the mouse can be. used to dick

up an altemative. in this case, clicking on both [1] and [2] rnight produce a revised display

interpretations as in:

1 [1] the SUBJECT of very detailed study

— JLiQ1ied

1f none of the interpretstions offered is judged satisfactory (e.g. the. operator bas clicked

throuah the wh.ole ccie of pessihie tenen ations for the word S UI3JECT) the system could ah

low the operator to scroll through other exampies of each i.nterpretation in order to md ene

more acceneable,

This approach to the. disambiguation diaiogu.e has two important advantages. First and

blremost it repoires no effort wI’ate er en the port of the exenogenpber The almost irpossn
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bie task of thinking up suitable synonyms or paraphrases is elirninated altogether. Second, the

method can easiiy cope wiih pseudo-structural ambiguities such as word-class amhiguity,

which in the DLT prototype had to be presented in such unsatisfactory terms as

vnoun

5.5 An example of (simulated) BKB-based translation

The following analysis represents a simularion of how a machine translation syslem based on a

BKB as its primary knowledge source might go to woit on a sample sentence. The simulation

makes use of the model BKBs built as a pilot implementation, The contents were derived

from part of a software manual in English, with translations in French and Esperanto. The text

in each language amounted to roughly 20,000 words. From these ihree language versions, two

BKBs were produced: one English/Esperanto, and the other Esperanto/French. Although both

can be used in either direction, this example transiation goes from English to Esperanto and

from Esperanto to French. The test sentence chosen is the last-bot-one14 sentence in the BKB:

[21] You can also copy a document to your SERVER DRAWE’R and use a File Cabinet

Menu option to allow other users to copy that document.

This sentence is now considered to have heen deleted from the BKB.

The process of transiating with a BKB consists basically in identifying the same three

types of relation already described in section 4 above for the houding of a BKB: syntactic

links, translation units and referenees. These three operations should be seen as interleaved,

with stmcturai analysis, transfer and synthesis proceeding in parallel and coming into play in

termittently. The procedure is to match input patterns against pattems in the knowledge base.

The general strategy suggested for a non-parallel implementation is an incremental, depth-first

one (Sadier 1989b: 149ff.): a process of selecting the most likely solution aL each step, and

backtracking only when forced to by some inconsistency. The most likely solution 1 defir as

the one consistent with the best available match with the BKB. T will have more to say later

about what constitutes the “goodness” of a match. In the extreme case, however, if the whole

of the input sentence happened to be lterally present in the BKB, then the translation should

be identical to that of the BKB sentence, unless some extra-sentential factor dictates otherwise.

As to what constitutes an inconsistency in this approach, backtracking will be indicated when

ever the most probable interpretation of the current word (in its input context) conflicts with

earlicr choices. Le. with the information being added by the processes of analysis and transla

tion.

The following analysis proceeds word by word, left to right. T will try to forrnulate the

main procedural mies as we come to them.

55J English to Esperanto translazion

Word 1: You,.

here this word constitu.tes a u.ifconiained transiacion unit, its Esperanto equivalent is alinost

aiwavs (96%) vi.
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Procdzra1 rule 1: 1f a gien input pattem matches more than one tructure in the

BKi3, select the most frequent structure.

Word 2, You can

Now that more than one word of the sentence is aailable, a search can be made for a possible

syntactr.. link beteen the nput words.5 The BKB contains 181 occurrences of the pattem you
can, i e nf a syntactic dependency link between these two words where you precedes can in
the 1inea string. In all 181 cases of this link in the BKB, you is govemed by can and func
tions as the subject of the erb. (The word you never has am dependents.) In 83% of these
cases. the word can goems the ho1e sentence. So, bv rule 1, this structure is selected.

Procedural rule 2: 1f a structure in the BKB has been selected as matchirig a given

input pattem. augment the SL structure with any syntactic information specilic to

de selected structure. This information can then be used to constrain further selec

__

J
Having matched the input pattern, we can augment the SL stnlcture with syntactic function la

bels from the BKB as foiows:16

[GOV can [SUBJ -you!]]

(In this representation, a ‘+‘ or -‘ indicates a word’s position in the linear string, relative to its
govemor A ‘!‘ after a vord means that on BKB evidence no further dependents are to be ex

pected at that poinL) This structure appears 151 times in the BKB. Of these 151 examples, all
are transiatabie, ie. they either constitute a complete translation unit, or else they form the
head of such a unit, but do not forrn a bound, inseparable dependent of some larger unit. The
most frequent TU (58%) is

Çfl2) [can [-youj] = [povi [-vi]]

which also comprises, and therefore repiaces, TU 1»

Word 3: You can alSo...

The word also, like you, ne er has a dependent in this BKB. In a working translation system,
itS govemor would normally be detennined by referential fators, because the word also, like a
number of other so-called “floaters”, serves to [lag a disjunetive reference, or exclusion rela
don. For example, in

[22] 1f the document you deleze is the &st in a folder, PC 41L-IN-l also deletes the
folder.

the ord also marks the fdct that certtin concepts are being c-ontrasted: in this case document
ird folder (eithcr of these ned be cntiguous ith also, of course! Such referential as

howeser be tairi rco auntte. becx.oe e are proccssLg the exampie sen
o soa’ion d be rcfcx rt wo d need to ‘e idc. t cd n a previo senten.e. So dcx

rygve X ,al
( oer sar

g and d y F arple d’esarl a ‘n art
,1 aer

en’
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tifying the govemor of also will have to depend on other criteri&

A search for the pattem you can also tums up one occurrence18 which matches the pro
visiorïai stnicnire on the SL side. The exanipie sentence in the BKB is

[23 You can also change the a’rawer and folder.

and. under rule 2. the SL structure can be auginented to

[GOV can [SUBI -you!] [ADVA +also!]]

Now, in the introduction to this section T suggested that the transiation of an input sen
tence which happens to appear in its entirety in the 81CR should normally be identical to the
BKB transiation. This claim implies a matching principle which T wiU cail the “principle of
maximal match”.

Procedurat ruk 3: 1f two different input pattems, one of which is a subset of the
other, both match the BKB, preference should be given to the larger pattem, This
mle has precedence over rule 1 (frequency criterion).
Corollary: 1f there is more than one possible way of matching an input pattem
against the BKB by combining one or more partial matches, preference should be
given to that solution which involves the smaflest number of partial matches.

This rule implies that, other things being equal, the translation of any given input string should
consist of as few translation units as possible.

1f sentence [23] above contained a translation unit corresponding to the pattern you can
also, this unit would have priority, according to the principle of maximal match, over any
compositional translation made up of smaller units. As it happens, however, the three-word
structure does not constitute a TU in sentence [23], nor does the pattem can also. (The ex
pression you can also change is translated as a single unit,) The match with sentence [23] has
provided some additional syntactic information on the SL side, but it cannot provide an exten
sion of the translation.

The next possibjlity is to look for a match with either you also or can also (inciuding
the svntactic functions already selected, of course). The first of these fails, but a se-arch res
tricted to the latter pattem tums up two- sentences, in both of which can also does constitute a
translation unit. narnely:

TU3) [can [÷also]] = [povi [+ankaü]]

Since TU 3 overiaps TU 2, the output transiation can be extended by merging the two units,

[povi [vi] [+ankaÛ]]

Word 4: You can also copv..

This panem is not available in the BKB, Given the tentative parse established so far, the only
iikelv attachment for copy is to the main verb con. Looking fbr iiie pattem con copy yields 4
examples, all of which also cover the broader pattem you con copy. including the syntactic
functions already udentified on the SL side. In all four cases, copy is an inlinitival comple
ntent of the main verb. So the provisional input structure can be extended to:

The me5 oa camz also oceurs 17 tirnes, bui in 16 of these exanmpi•es the three worda are not linksel
syntacuicallv
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[GOV can [SUBJ -yo&] [ADVA +also!J [INFC +copyj]

As for the translations, Lhree of the four examples contain the unit

[can [-you] [±copyjj = [povi [-vi] [÷kopii]J

TIJ 4 overiaps TIJ 3 and contains TU Z which cao now be discarded. The translation is now:

[povi [-vi] [÷ankaü] [tkopii]]

Word 5: You can aho copy a...

The indefinite article a appears 667 times. It a[ways bas a govemor to its right, and oever bas

any dependents. Hence no link to the provisional stnieture can be made for the time being.

Oniv 51 of the 667 occurrences in the BKB are translated. This rneans that the default transla

tion of this word takes the form of a collocation with its governor. What’s more, the transla

tion of the collocalion is most commonly identical with the transiation of the govemor alone,

so that the default equivalence is a nuil string:

(TU5) [al [
(In other words, Esperanto does not use indefinite articles).

Word 6: You can also copy a documenL.

There are three words in the provisional structure to which the word document could conceiv

ably be linked: can, copy and a.

The search pattem can document fails, but copy docwneu tunis up 23 exampies, of

which the best match is provided, under mle 3, by two sentences which cover the broader pat

tem you can copy document, Both eXarnpICS show docurne’ir as the direct object of copy, so

that the provisional input structure is now

[00V can [SUBJ -you!] [ADVA ±aiso!] [INFC ±copy {OBJ ÷document]]j

The tran.slation unit is:

TU6) [cao [-you] [÷copy [÷docunent]]] = [povi [-Vjj [+kopii [±dokumentoj]]

which contains and replaces TU 4.

The pattern ci document appears 197 times, always with the same syntactic relation, so

the previously unattached article can now be made to depend on the noun:

[00V cao [SUBJ -you!] [ADVA +aiso!] [INFC ÷copy [OBJ ±docurnent [DET -a!)]]]

The default (62%’ translation unit is simply

(TU7) [document [-a]] = [dokurnento]

which. makes TU 5 supe.rfiuous. The ourput t.rarslation now consists of TUs 3, 6 and 7:

T’here are thre..e possibl.e candldate.s to which th.e word to might be artached: cce. ccv and dac

cument. The first oroduces nothing. The second search Oattem. ccpy to. oroduces 8 exain

pies, one of whic.h was also selected at uord. 6:

When yacs are finished ediring sea cce cops the docrinent back to your SF..R VER

DRAWER,
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This exampIe rnatches the largest portion of the input pattem, narnely you can copy document
to, and is therefore given preference by mle 3. It has to as a prepositional adjunct to copy.
The third search, for document to retums only one example, in which the noun is plural and
depends 0fl the pre.position (in a reiative clause), Sinc.e this conflicts with the SL stnicture
(where document already has a governor), this match fails, Consec.uently we can exeend the
SL structure to:

[00V can [SUBJ -you!] [ADVA +also!]
[INFC ±copy [OBJ +document [DET -a!ij [PREA +toj]]

The iranslation unit is:

(TU8) [can [-you] [+copy [+document] [÷tol]} = [povi [-vi] [+kopii [+dokumento] [±en]1]

which tts the output sinicture and can now replace TIJ 6 ir the translation:

[povas [-vi] [+ankaü] [±kopii [±dokumemon] [+en]]]

Word 8: You can also copy a document to your..

The word your occurs 252 tirnes in the BKB, It always has a govemor to les right and never
has any dependenes. For the time being, then, it can only be matched on its own. In 201
cases it heads a translation unit, the commonest (63%) being

(TU9) [your] = [via]

Word 9: You can also copy a document to your SERVER...

The word SERVER appears 14 times, always with a governor to its light. This is always
DRAWER and alwa S the next word. It never appears in the BKB with dependents of its own,
so a link wiih your is unlikely. It is usually (57%) translated in the collocation, but does form
a separate TU on 6 occasions, the commonest being

(TUIO) [SERVER] = [SERVILO]

Word 10: You can also copy a document to your SERVER DRAWER...

There are 14 examples of the pattem SERVER DRAWER, One of the 14 - example [24] quot
cd under Word 7 — also matehes a much broader pattem in the input: you can copy document
to your SER VER DRAWER, and the structure also fits the provisional SL structure. This is
clearly the best availabie match. The SL structure now becomes:

[00V can [SUBJ -you!] [ADVA +also!j
[[NFC ±copy [OBJ ÷document [DET -a!]]

PREA ÷to PARG +DRAWFR [DET your!] [ATR -SER VER!]]]]]

This structure also constitutes a eransiation unit in the BKB:

(TUI 1) [c an [you] [±copy [+document] [+to [+DRAWER [-your] [SERVER]j]]] =

[povi [-VI.] [+kopii [+dokumento] [±en [+TER.KESTO [via] [+SERVTLO]]J]]
This unit inchides TUs 8, 9 and 10, which can therefore be discarded. The complete transla
tion so far is now:
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Word 11: You can also copy a document to your SIERVER DRAWER and...

The word and occurs 287 times, It aiways hits exactly two coordinated dependenLs, one on its

left and one en its right, 115 most frequent mle (20%.) is that of se.ntence govemor. This tele

would also be possibie here. After all, can is the only word encountered so far which has not

been assigned a govemor, and which could therefore fl11 the left dependent slot for the coordi

nator. This would be a premature conciusion, however, because it would ignore the fact that

coordinators are very special words requiring special treatrnent.

First, they can coordinate virtuaiiy anytbing at all, proided the items coordinated play a

similar symactic mle in the sentence. So, in many cases, neither a computer system nor a hu

man reader or listener can form a sensibie idea of what a conjunction is going to coordinate

until the condnuation of the sentence is known. In the example sentence, the words can, copy

and DRAWER are all plausible left-hand coordinates, and the choice between them will be

more reliabie when the possihie right-hand coordinates are known.

Second, in the model of dependency grarnmar adopted for the DLT project a coordinator

govems the coordinated items (Schubert 1987: 114). This means that adding a coordinator on

the right of an existing string can reverse the direction of one of the existing dependency links,

converting a right-hand dependent into a left-hand one. In other words, some rearrangement of

the structure built up before the appearance of the coordinator must be regarded as normal and

should not have a negative influence in the process of deciding the most likely extension of the

tree.

Procedural ruk 4: The appearance of a coordinator in the input pattem can cause

earlier selections to be overridden, in that one dependency link is breken and the

coordinator is inserted between the former govemor and dependent. The appearance

of a coordinator in the input string is therefore a signal to relax the syntactic con

straints of the provisional SL strucrure in searching for pattems which inciude the

coordinator.

Checking the possible links between and and the words to its left, we quickly discover

that the exampie in the BKB which matches the broadest pattem from the input string, you can

copy document to and, is:

[25] you can copy the document to a local drawer and edit 1: there

This is the best available match by rule 3. But probiems arise when we try to fit it into the ex

isting SL strucrure. In the existing structure, copy depends on can; in the new example, on

the other hand, copy depends en and, which in tum depends on can. To combine the two

structures. then. the coordinator needs to be in.serted between the two verbs in the dependency

tree, Applying mle 4, the SL structure becomes

[00V can [SUBJ -you!] [ADVA ±also!]

12FC and
ELNFC-C -copy [OBJ +document [DET -a!]J

[PREA ÷to IPARG +DRAWER [DET -your!] [ATR -SERVER! 1]]]]]

where die labels ahirve and below the coordinater are taken from the new examp.ie [25).

An. important consequerce of this reconstruction in the SL is that any previously selected
t ,c jf j’ Lfl r1 r’: rare and

must ho re.piaced b) other units, This is the oase now wit,h flj 1 which must ho discarded.

However, It can 1e repiaced by a smalh..r TU from die sanie• example sentence:

12) [÷copv [+doc unie.nt) [+to [÷DRAWER [-voor) [SERVER))J1 =

.unun O L
SE L0
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The new exarnple [25] contains the TU

(TU13) [can [-you] [+and [-copy {+document] [+to]]]] =

[povi [-vi] H-kaj [-kopii [+dokumento] [+en]]]]

The output eranslation can now ho derived from TUs 3, 7, 12 and 13:

[povi 1-vu [+ankaü} [+kaj [-kopii [-dokumento]

[+en [÷TJRKESTO [-via] [÷SERVILO1]]]]]

Word 12: You can also copy a document to your SERVER DRAWER and use...

Checking possible left links for this word inciuding liie provisional syntactic structure shows

that the broadest match is with the pattem you can and use in the following example:

[26] Then you can edit and use it as you would any WPS-PLUS document.

This example extends the structure to:

{GOV can [SUBJ -you!] [ADVA ÷also!J
[11’JFC ÷and
[INFC-C -copy [OBJ +document [DET -a!]]

[PREA +to [PARG +DRAWER [DET -your!] [ATR -SERVER!]]]]

[INFC-C ±use]]]

The TiJ corresponding to the maximal match is

{TUI4) [can [-you] [±and [±use]].] = [povi [-vi] [+kaj [±uzi]]]

which fits the transiation to date, giving:

[povi [-vi] [±ankaû] [+kaj
[-kopij [+dokumento] [±en {±TIRKESTO [-via] [+SERVflO]}]]

[+uzi]]j

Word 13: You can also copy a document to your SERVER DRAWER and use a..,

Further input awaited (see remarks at Word 5).

Word 14: You can also copy a document to your SER VER DRAWER and use a File...

There is only one example in the BKB of the word File (with a capital T’) linked to any of

the accessibie19 words to its left in the input string:

[27] Refer to a VMS File (RVF),

which, by mle 2, ailows a link to ho laid to the prevlously unattached article:

[File [DET -a!]]

Procedural ode 5: 1f the BKB tnictures seleceed by different patts of thepl
ae th—:or aLe7’E orre the eIsi.og 9eecticns h’ geerac7tng

— z_eiIc

Since no literal link ilas been found with the bodv of the SL stnlcture, the first step is to gen

eralize to basic word foims. However, replac.ing File with Jlle stil fails to produce a link.

‘ By accers.b1e 1 meen other tt.an the telt-hand dependents of the coordinator in the pwisional
structure. whi•ch een als ruled out. It appevir. to be a general acte, at leest fin Esgilab. that the left and

right d.ependents of a cool.dinator oever have direct syntachc Ihilo. between these.
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The nexi step is to generaiize to the syntactic level. The verb use in exampie [26] (Word 12),

which is the only obvious candidate for a possible link because of its unfilled vaiency slots,

has bo.th a direct otiject and an. adjunct.. Can. the curren.t woi, File, play either of these mies?

The BKB shows that It does appear (once) with an object, but never with an adjunct label, So.

Sv mie 5. a ver te.ntative extension can 5e made to the SL structure:

F1NFC-C ÷use [OBJ? ÷Fiie [DET -a!]]]

This extension bas some semantic support from the fact that the pronoun ii in exarnple [26]

bas a referential identity link in the BKB with a subtree headed byfile.

The link

[File [DET -a!]]

does not correspond to a translation unit (in example [27], a VMS File is transiated as a single

unit). So a compositional translation is called for. But the BKB bas no translation available

for the word File alone as a direct object. The only available translations appear with the attri

bute label ATR, and all (6) of them take the form of a prepositional phrase headed by de. This

is an implausibie extcnsion of the Esperanto stnicture, because de (with 847 occurrences) nev

er functions as a direct object in the BKB. This inconsistency throws doubt on the direct ob

ject link tentatively established above by rule 5. 1f the pre-attribute function proves more plau

sible, Uien the OBJ link will have to 5e broken. For the time being, File must remain tin

translated.

Word 15: You can also copy a document to your SERVER DRAWER and use a File Ca

bineL.

This word appears 160 times, of which 133 times (83%) as the governor of the preattribute

File, the broadest match being found in two identical examples of

[28] Using the File Cabiner (FC)

where Cabine: appears as the direct object of using, and this in turn can be matched, at the

level of its basic form, with the input word use. On the strength of these examples, and given

the earlier doubts about the function of File as object of use, the SL structure can 5e revised,

using mie 6, as follows:

[JNFC-C ±use [OBJ +Cabinet [ATR -File [DET -a!]]]J

Procedural rule 6: 1f the most probabie link between the

visional SL structure conflicts wfth an earlier link, and if the evidence for the new

link is stronger than that for the earlier one, then break the earlier link.

There is, however, an inconsistencv in the above structuie, and a highenlevel type of pat

tom matching is required i.n order to detece in Whiie the lower4evel pattern matching proc-ss

looks for ifteral matches wfth words or morphemes In de BKB, a secord process is required to

check the pI.ausihiiity of the struc:tunrs heftig built. At this level, the question is not whether,

for oxample, the artic.le a occurs as a dependent of File, bui whether a word with a DET label

occurs as a dependent of a word with an ATR label. The answer, as far as the BKB is cum

CerflCd, is no. Given the high frequencies of these labels, the failure to find even one exarnple

of this stnicture i.n the BKI3 Is enough to eaU It implausible and to reconsider the previl

our stops mie 7).
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Procedural ruk 7. An SL structure will be rejected if it proves linplausible at
syntactic level, e g. because a given pattem of syntactic categories or functions is
not represented in the BKB.

The Ghoie between breaking the ATR link or breaking the DET link is easily decided the
1atter is supported b only one BKB example for the words concerned, whereas the former oc
uurs 133 times. Since the article always has a govemor to its right, the only altemative attach
ment is to Cabine:. This link is not supported by the BKB at the literal level: the pattem a
Cabinet does not oçcur. The new attachment is acceptable, however, at the functional level
rule 7), since the pattem

[OBJ [DET -a]]

is very common (265 occurrences). There are also 98 BKB examples of the pattem

The revised structure thus becomes:

[UFC-C +use [OBJ +Cabinet [DET? -af] [ATR -File]]]

Tuming to the eranslation, we fmd that example [28] does not contain File Cabinet as a
translation unit. Where the term appears in the BKB as a direct object, the commonest (40%)
translation is

(TUI5) [Cabinet [-File]] = [arkivo].

Using the default (nufi) translation for the article (TU 5), the output is now:

[povi [-vi] [+ankaü] [+kaj
[-kopii [+dokumento] [+en [÷TIRKFSTO [-via] [+SERVILO]]]]
[+uzi [+arkivo]]]]

Word 16: You can also copy a document to your SERVER DRAWER and use a File Cabinet
Menu.

This next word occurs 200 times, and the broadest reinevable pattem is File Cabine: Menu,
whit,h matches 50 oecunences, with the structure

[Menu [AIR -Cabinet [AIR -File]]]

kgain there are stnsctural contradictions here with the prcvious analysis, and mies 6 and 7 will
be invoked to reise the SL structure accordingly:

[INFC C +use [OBJ +Menu [DEr? -a!] [ATR Cabinet [AIR -File]]]]

The Cabine: Mfnu link, with 50 occu Tences, is much st’onger than the use Cabine: link The
a in f ijenu to is e is uported by ne xamplc. n the I3KB
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TU 15 can now be discarded, and TU 17 overiaps both 14 and 16 to produce:

[povi [-vi] [+ankaû] [+kaj
[-kopij 4d0kUmefltO} [-en [+TIRKESTO [-via] [+SERVILO]]]]

[+uzi [÷menuo ÷Arkivadministrado]]]j]

Word 17: You can also copy a document to your SERVER DRAWER and use a File Cabinet

Menu option..

iiie most prohable link from the word oprion to the preceding structure is represented by no

iess than 125 BKB examples of

[use [OBJ +option]]

(with the noun in Lhe sinu1ar) which account for 50% of its 248 occurrences. This selection

confljcts with the provisional attachment of Menu as the object of use but as this had only

one example to support it the new link prevails (by mle 6). (The verb use never has more

than one object, on BKB evidence.) The word Menu now rernains unattached, but the BKB

bas 4 exampies where it is a dependent (aiways a pre-attribute) of option, which is therefore

its probabJe governor. Once more shifting the indefinite article because of mle 7, we obtain:

[INFC-C +use [OBJ +option [DET -a!] [ATR -Menu [ATR -Cabinet [ATR -File]]]]]

The word option occurs twice wïth a dependent indeflnite article. A search for option in the

context of the revised slrucrure tums up the following maximal match:

[30] You con use File Cabinet Menu options to:

in which use File Cabine: Menu options matches the new stmcnire except for the noun plural.

This example provides the TU

TU18) [use [+option [-Menu [-Cabinet [-File]]]]] =

[uzi [+opcio [-Ja] [+de [+menuo [-la] [+Arkivadministrado]]]]]

which supersedes TUs 1$ and 17.

An interesting point here is that the transiation derived from exarnpie [30] changes the in

definite to a definite noun phrase, Where the translation introduces potentially referential ex

pressions such as this definite noun phrase, a mechanism is needed to check whether appmpri

ate referents can be found in the context. In the present case, the lack of any referential ex

pression on the SL side is a signal for caution. The definite articie in Esperanto would only be

justified, in these circumstances, if the opcio de Ja menuo Arkivadministrado were a unique

entity, However, the BKB bas three examples of this concept in the plural, so that the article

la can be discarded as inappropriate. By way of contrast, the deflnite NP Ja menuo Arkivad

ministrado in TU 18 can be justified bv die singuiarity of this concept in the BKB, The ex

tended TL. smicture now becomes:

[Ixwi [-vi] [÷ardail] [±kaj
[-kopij 1 ÷dokumento] [-4-en [+TLRKESTO [-via] [+SERVJLOIJj]

Hoixio [-f-de [-menuo 1-la] [±Arkivadrninistradoilï]lH

The maximal match. is provided ty exarnple [30] clxve, which extends the provisionai struc

ture to.
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[1NFC-C +use [0133 +option [DET a!] [ATR .Menu [ATR Cabinet [ATR File]]]]
[PREA ÷to]]

The BKB interface, shows this to be the com..monest valency pattem for th:.e verb use.

TU 18 can also be extended and replaced by

(TUI9) [use [+option [-Menu [-Cabinet [-File]]]] [+to]]
[uzi [+opcio [+de [+menuo [-hiJ [+Arkivadministrado]J]] [÷por]]

and the output becomes

[±uzi [+opcio [+de [÷menuo [-la] [+Arkivadministrado]]]] [+por]]

Word 19: You can also copy a document to your SERVER DRAWER and use a File Cabinet
Menu option to a11ow,,

The word aiow occurs only three times in the whole BKB. The only word in the preceding
input with which it has a literal BKB link is the preposition to • in the sentence

[31] For exampie if you do not want to allow access to a document.,,

Using this example, the provisional structure can be tentatively extended to

[INFC-C +use [0133 ÷option [DET -a!] [ATR -Menu [ATR -Cabinet [ATR -File]]]]
[PREA +to [INFC +allow]]]

None of the BKB examples of allow by itseif constitutes a translation unit. There is only one
example which could stil constitute a TU for atlow in the present context, and this contains:

(TU2O) [allow [+you]] = [ebligi]

Look-ahead shows that the word you does not appear anywhere to the right in the input string,
so TU 20 is discarded and the conclusion must be that the word allow is not translatable in
this context with the existing BKB, There is simply insufficient infonnation about its
behaviour.

At this peiint the system must request help from the SL operator, for example by asking
for a synonym or paraphrase of aiow. The most obvious synonym, permit, is also missing
from the BKB. The user’s next suggestion rnight be let, but this requires some (interactive)
readjustment of the input sentence, because the second complement of let, unhike that of al
law, cannot be headed by to. The revised input sentence becomes:

[32] You can also copy a docwnent to your SERI/ER DRAWER and use a File Cabinet
Menu option to let other users copy that document.

There are 56..’ occurrences of let in the BKB, two of which match the pattem to let, and
the provisional s’ cture becomes:

[INFC-C +use [OBJ ±opdon [DET -a!] [ATR -Menu. [ATR -Cabinet [ATR -File]]]]
[PREA +to [INFC +iet]]]

Unfortunately, neither of these examples translates to let or let as a nok. For the word en ks
own, the. commonest translation is provided by:

[±uzi [+opcio [-tele [+rnenuo [-Is] [+Arkivadminittrado]]]] [÷por [÷ebiigi]J]
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Word 20: You can also copy a document to your SERVER DRAWER and use a File Cabinet

Menu option to let other...

The word other appears 40 times and rarely bas a dependenL Ii has a 36140 probability of be

ing a preaitribute. The 4 exceptions (and only they) are all followed by than and governed bv

a noun to the left. None of the riouns to the left in the input string bas other as a post

attribute in the BKB. And a linie look-ahead confirms that it is not followed by than, Conse

qucnüy the preattribute fanction is virtually certain, and attachment must await further input.

There are 35 occurrences where the word constitutes an independent translation unit,

namely

(TU22) [other] = [alia]

Word 21: You can also copy a document to your SERVER DRAWER and use a File Cabinet

Menu option to let other users...

The most likely link for the current word is given by the pattern other users which appears 11

times, always with other in the mle of pre-attribute. This constnlction is one which triggers a

search for a suitable refererit, because the word other is one which contrasts the concept it

quaiifes, with some other concept in the text. Using the referential links built into the BKB

(see section 4.3 above), the most probable contrast is found to be with you, since this pronoun

bas an exelusion relation with user in 20 of its 22 referential links. Ori the TL side, too, there

is similar evidence for the contrastive use of alia uzanto with vi. The referential link (not

shown here) can therefore be added to the provisional structures.

The pattem let other users is not available, but let user oecurs 9 times, with user as the

direct object of the verb. These are the best avaiiabie matches, and they justify extending the

SL structure as foiows:

[PREA +to [NFC ±let [OBJ ÷user [ATR -other!]]]]

The translation unit selected by tule 1 is:

(TU23) [let [+user]] = [pennesi [+al [+uzanto]]]

where the Engiish object is repiaced by an adjunct in Esperanto. This TU js represented by 9

BKB examples and replaces TU 21 by rule 3, changing the lexical equivalent of let.

There is only one availabie translation unit for other users:

(TU24) [user [-other]] = [uzanto [-alia]]

This overlaps TU 23 and now repiaces TU 22, extending the output to:

[uzi [÷opcio [÷de [tmenuo [-la] [+Arkivadministrado]]}]

[+por [±perm.si [s-al ÷uzanto [-aiiail]]]]

Aithough the gap between TUs 19 and 23 (to let) was hrdged a’. the syntaciic level

in the SL, any such rnonoli.nguai connectlon remains weak. uniess supported by totfl:3ILtiC evU

dence. This principle is suminahzed in nile 8.

Procedural nEe 8 An output structu.re which is not ilterally represented in the

hFl33 bul bas been buik our of smaller units een be. challenged 1f It proves iniplausi

bie at the semantic. level, te. 1f a semantic connect.ion between the known context of

the srrJler units ahe the context provided by the new structure appears u.niikei. A

challenge at the sernantic level requires choiccs ai other leve.is to te nrconsidered.

Looking at the contexts of the. Espe.ranto half of TU 23, w.e. encounte.r one example.
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Kiarn vi kundividas dosieron vi povas permesi aliron al gi al atiaj uzantoj.

which contains the. strtctur

[povi [.vi] [+permesi [+al [+uzanto [aliaJ]]J1

which covers both TU 23 and TU 24 and links them. not to TU 19, but to the beginning of the
output structure. The queslion now is: Does this bridge to an earlier part of the TL structure
implv that the link to TU 19 is semantically justified? The answer requires a linie iinguistic
inference and presupposes the existence of a set of inference rules which may or may not be
deried from the BKB.

In any construction such as X con use Y to Z, or, more precisely,

[can [SUBJ X] [LNFC use [OBJ Y] [PREA to [INFC Z]]]]

the implication is that X con Z (by means of Y). In other words,

[can [SUBJ X] [INFC use [OBJ Y] [PREA to [INFC Z]]]] =

[can [SUBJ Xl [INFC ZIJ

This Lnference is supported by a strong coffelation between the two constructions in the BKB.
On the Esperanto side of the case in point, 9 Out of 12 verbs which appear both in the pattem
un opcioa por Y and in the pattem Yper X (‘to Y by means of X’) have X = opcio. Skip
ping over the coordinator in the output structure justifies the conciusion that example [33]
correlates well with the broader output structure at the semantic level and does therefore con
flrm the plausibility of the connection between TU 23 and TU 19.

Word 22: You can also copy a document to your SERVER DRAWER and use a File Cabinet
Menu option to let other users copy...

We have aireadv seen that the verb Ier expeets an infmitival compiement as well as a direct
object. The pattem to let copy with copy as infinitival compiement matehes 2 BKB examples,
as well as the existing SL structure, which thus becomes:

[PREA ÷to [INFC +let [OBJ +users [ATR other!]] [INFC ±copy]J]

There are two translation units corresponding to let copy, but neither of them flts the TL
output so far by overlapping TU 23, This inconsistency will trigger a comparison of the pro
babilities involved, which seem to favour TU 23, with its 9 occurrences,2°Consequently the
next step is to look for an independent translation of copy as an infinitival compiernent. Four
out of live cases favour the translation

(TU25) [copy] = [kopii]

and the output becomes

[±por [+permesi [±al [+uzanto [alla]]] [+kopiil]]

Sernantically. this coupllng is supported (tule 8) by the fact that in 6 (67%) of the exampies for
TU 23, the verb kopii is a part of (a coordination in the role of) the infinilival compienient.

Corn anson of the free-oencies of different patterns should also take into accoun! the frequencies of
the words thernseives and the respec Oec probahiiities of the ohsersed combinarions ocnurring by chance in
a randornïy corotituted. BKB, For ean.rnpie. on the basis of chance alone, the. frec:uenc of the let roer
1)50cm s.houid be somewhat higher than that of the let copy paPerri sirnoiv because roer c.ccurs 12.6
tjmes in the BKÏF, as agamnst o.rtiy 75 occurrenoes for the word copy
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Word 23: You can also copy a document to your SERVER DRAWER and use a File Cabinet

Menu option to let other users copy thaL.

The word that appears 142 times, most commonly as a detenniner with a governor to its right.

No iiterai link can be found with any of the possible parmers to its Jeft, so nile 5 is applied.

AU the cases of copy in TU 25 expect a direct object, and this is the second commonest fünc

non of mat, The SL stnictiae can be extended to:

[PREA +to [JNFC ÷let [OBJ +users [ATR -other!]] [INFC +copy [OBJ +that]]}]

The default TL imerpretation on the grounds of frequency (semantically improbable, of course)

is

(TU26) [that] = [ke]

where that is a conjunction heading a noun ciause. This gives:

[÷por [÷penraesi [÷al [+uzanto [-alia]]] [+kopii [±ke]]]]

Word 24: You can also copy a document to your SERVER DRAWER and use a File Cabinet

Menu option to let other users copy that document.

The broadest pattem which inciudes this last word is to let copy that document which at the

level of the basic word forms matches the example

[34] DATE * dispiays the Copy Date form to let you copy only those documents

created or modifled before a spectfic drne.

This exampie causes (by rule 3) a revision of the last extension to the SL structure:

[PREA ÷to [INFC +let [OBJ +users [ATR -other!]]

[[NFC +copy [OBJ +document [DET -that]]]]]

The whoie pattem to let copy that document does not constitute a TU, but copy that document

does. Of three different rranslations, two match the TL structure so far, the choice being:

(fl127) [copy [tdocument [-that]]] = [kopii [+dokumento [-la]]]

which of course displaces TUs 25 and 26.

The fact that five exampies of that docwnem in the BKB have a referential link with

another unie suggeses a possible referential function for that expression. Intersecting the set of

BKB referents for this expression with the units in the SL siructure suggests only one

candidate: a document. Given that the BKB suppoils a similar ijfik on the TL side between la

dokwnento and dokumenzo (also 5 examples), a tentative identity link (not shown here) can be

added to both output structures.

There remains the problem of confirming the link between TUs 23 and 27 no the

Esaranto side. A search for a pattem which bridges this gap tums up 7 exanipies of the

stuicture

[pennesi [±al [÷uzanto]] [* [kopij] [±dokumento]jj

(‘let user copy document’), where the asteri.sk stands for one er n.iore coord.inators. At the

semantic level. coordinators can be. bypassed, so that these 7 exarnpies cao ho taken as streng

evidence that the TL structure is semantïcaliy plausibie.
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[00V can [SUBJ -you!] [ADVA +also!] [INFC +and
[INFC-C -copy [OBJ +document [DET -a!]]

{PREA +to [PARG ÷DRAWER [DET -your!] [ATR -SERVER!]]]]
[INFC-C ±use FOBJ +oplion [DET -a! [ATR -Menu [ATR -Cabinet [ATR -File]i1]

[PREA ÷to [INFC ÷let [OBJ -users [ATR -other! (THAN ‘you)]]
[LNFC +copv [OBJ t-document a docurnenr’ [DET -that]1]1]]l]

and the final 1],. version, composed of TUs 3, (5), 7, 12-14, 19, 23-24 and 27, becomes:

[povi [-vi] F+ankaüi [+kaj
[-kopij [+dokumentoj [4-en [÷TIRKESTO [-via] [+SERVILO]]]]
[±uzi[+opcio [+de [+menuo [-la] [±Arkivadministrado]J]]

[-por +permesi [+al [+uzanto [-alia (OL ‘vi’)]]]
[±kopiï [+dokurnento (= ‘doku.ento’) [-la]J]J]]]]

In the DLT design, a dialogue module consuits the SL operator as to whether the
svstem’s interpretations of the input are correct (see section 54.2 above). Assuming the
operator has opted for a iiaiogue at the end of each sentence (rather than each paragraph or
whatever). the imerpretation of the test sentence will at this point be put to the user. Now the
whoie translation process as simulated above bas built up a bilingual text representation
comprising syrnactic links, functions and features, bilingual equivalences (translation units) and
monolingual reference links. Once this representation has been approved by the operator It can
be integrated with the BKB, where it will ïnfluence subsequent translations. In the meantime,
however, the structure should be seen as a patchwork in which sorne pieces are dear and
strong, while others are weaker. In the above account of a BKB-based translation, T repeatedly
referred to the ‘strength’ of various links and often used such words as tentative’. The
process of translation can be imagined as one in which a structure is buik up bit by bit, with
various modules or processes going to work on it in parallel or in altemation, each attaching a
probability estimate to the eiernents it adds or else changing the probabilities associated with
elements added earlier. When automatic processing is finished, then, it should be easy enough
to identify the weakest points in the structure. They are those to which the lowest probabiities
are attached or for which the BKB evidence was least abundant. These are the points
whether they are syntactic links, or lexical choices, or reference links — which cail for
confirmation (or rejection) by the user.

Once the interpretation bas been approved, morphological generation mIes and tree-to
string mies can convert the tree representation shown above, inciuding the bidden syntacüc
functions and features such as number, to a string:

[35] Vi povas ankaü kop ii kkwnenton en vian TIRKESTOn SERVILO kaf uzi opcion de
Za menuo Arkivadrninisrradû por permesi al aliaj uzantoj kopii Za tkikwnenton,

For comparison, the original Esperanto version of this sentence read:

Vi povas ankaü kopii dokamenton en vian tirkeston STRVii]) kaj, per opcio de Za
menuo Ar*ivadrninisîra4io, permesi al alla] uz.antoj kcp.ii kin.

The two versions are essemialy equivalent in content, though different ia structure. The
-abed ar’a an more lik-rai J’an the ‘-onan e”s on but this s “ot a 9ecessar
consequenre of the methoi. A BKB-based transialion cum perfectly well contain strucrural
transförmations and more idiomatic transiations. orovided these are availahie in the BKB and
are matcbed Ir.: the input.

ï.,—.’.-.
1 ‘-‘ — . 11 1 . .. 1. -. 1.,

- -ar r’c e-ar c rac xar ar ugn 3r. t r.’t f rac
foonal r.ruclure such as it would later he added to the user’s liKE.
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Fig. 4: SL structure for the test sentence, with TUs and semantic links

Three points of special interest thrown up by this simple experiment are the treatment of

unknown or untransiatable words via a dialogue with the user (Word 19), the need to check for

semantic coherence between iranslation units (Words 14, 21 and 24), and the selection of

appropriate deictic or other referential forms in the target language (Words 17 and 24). The

fact that a common verb such as allow is only inadequately represented in this small corpus

underlines the need for much larger corpora as a basis for a BKB. Of course, a dornain

specific corpus such as that chosen for the model implementation can always be backed up by

a general-purpose corpus to provide better coverage of the general vocabulary.

55.2 Esperanto to French translarion

Having produced a plausibie Esperanto translation [35] of test sentence [21], the obvious next

step is to try to complete the double transiation by going from Esperanto to French, using the

sister BKB of the one used for English to Esperanto translation, 1 will not describe this

process in detail, as the principles involved have been adequately illustrated in the previous

section.

[37]

The French version uitimately obtained by an analogous process of simulated translation

Vous pouvez aussi copier un document dans ie TIROIR SERVEUR er utiliser une

option dis menu Gestion des archives pour autoriser la copie dis document â

d’autres utilisateurs.

This BKB-based version can now be compared with the human translation of the original

English sentence, whjch was

[38] Vous pouvez égaiemenr copier un document dans vorre TIROIR SERVEUR er â

i’aide d’une option dis menu Gestion des archives auroriser d’autres utilisareurs â

ie copier.

Apart from several minor differences, there are two major structural oints of interest. First.

the. simulated version sticks more iitt..rally to the pattem of the Englisli use en option to. Tie

resuit is a pote.ntialiy tedious repe.tition of the mot utilis-. Second, the simulation bas

produced a striking departure from the human version 1w appiying an altemative va1ency

pattem w ith the verb asiroriser, which in tom förce.s the nominalizarion of cppier to to copie

(da document). However, the output appears to be correct and readabie, and the (double)

er\ ‘T1Pde d’eBKB th)

Reference links:

1. you other ujers
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6 SUMM.ARY OF ADVANTAGES OF A BILINGUAL K.NOWLEDGE BANK

The advantages the BKB concept offers can be sum.marized as foiows:

(1) Linguistic and extralinguistic knowied.ge can be stored in retrievable form with re.latively
little human effort, The BKB is strongly oriented towards machine learning from
textual in put. The system is self-improving, because its application for machine
translation automatically produces new bilingual structures which can be used to further
enrich the knowledge bank.

(2) The translation expertise needed in a machine translation system can be acquired by
“digesting the work of qualified human translators, A computer system can translate by
imitating the performance of the human translator, without first requiring the expert to
explain and formalise the rules he or she intuitively appiles. Complex mies of syntactic
transformation, such as are frequently required in translation, can be kept implicit in the
BKB but can nevertheless be automaücally accessed and applied by a machine translation
system. They do not need to be formulated explicitly. It is no longer necessary to rely
on such often inadequate sources as conventional dictionaries and grammars.

(3) Extra-linguistic knowledge can be acquired from ordinary (infonnative) text input. The
BKB structure is sufficiently unambiguous to aliow the application of basic inferencing
procedures. The BKB, consisting as it does of translation units, is necessarily language
pair-specific. This is not to say, however, that the extra-linguistic knowiedge it contains
need be different, in a broad sense, from language pair to language pair. Both general
knowledge and domain-specific knowledge can be built up for each language pair on the
basis of a comparable corpus, provided translations are available in the languages
concemed. This consideration strongly favours the development of a multilingual corpus.

(4) The BKB is a dynamic system, because new material can be added (and old material
discarded) in such a way that changes in usage, new terminology etc. can be refiected in
the output of the eranslation system. Provided up-to-date human translations are
available, it is not necessary to wak for these changes or new terms to be first recorded
by linguists or terminologists, a process which often takes years (Shaikevich & Oubine
1988: 10).

(5) The BKB is a symmetrical construction, in whch no distinction is made between source
language and target language. It is immaterial which of the texts was the source text, or
whether both are translations from some original in a third language. Consequently, all
the information in the BKB can be used in either direction. The BKB thus comprises a
dictionary ard mle system which is 100% reversible.

(6) In view of the considerable storage requirements for a corpusbased knowledge bank,
cornpaction is obviously important, Largescale compaction — much better than that
provided by convendonal stri.ngbased comporssion techniques — can ho achieved by
coding trarisiation units. In the sample text in section 34, for exampie, a repeated term
such as the shutoff switch of the righthand outer wing tank nee.d only ho stored once in
its ilteral fomi,

Probabi the ciosest approach to the BKB concept already implemented eIst where is the
linguistic database at ATR (Sumita er aL forthc) This consists of a bilingual
English/Japanese cotpus of some i0C),000 words with syntactic structure superirnposed and
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with equivalent expressions in the two languages cross-coded, It is not dear whether all

translation units are coded. as in the BKB desigr, or only word-for-word equivalences. The

third BKB dimension. that of referential links, is apparentiy not inciuded. The ATR group

have experimented with corpus-hased transiation of Japanese noun phrases into English. Thev

are more inciined to regard Lhe corpus as a suppiementary knoledge source, and to use what

they cail Example-Based Machine Translation (EBMT) as a complementary tooi to Rule-Based

MT (RBMT), whereas T have proposed the BKB as an ali-purpose knowledge source which

can replace rule systems at all but the highest levels. Following Nagao’s (1984) proposal they

use a thesaurus to check on the similarity of the content words. to be translated to those in the

exampie sentenceS.

Sato and Nagao (forthc.) have attempted to construct a general model of example-based

transi ation. which they regard as “the new wave of machine transiation’. However, their studv

concentrates on modelling the translation process, using a small number of example sentences

as the knowledge source. rather than building a large-scale knowledge bank. Although

e1sevhere (Sato and Nagao 1989) they refer to the possibility of measuring semantic proximity

by comparing contextual pattems (as in the DLT prototype), they stil consider the construction

of 1 arge thesauri for this purpose both necessary and problematic.

Neither of these groups, however, appears to make use of referential infonnation in the

database to detect semantic relations, nor do they envisage a corpus-based approach to source

text analysis, as suggested above.
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